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Rods, Reels & Accessories:

1
A good Hardy St George 3" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver line guide, three screw drum latch, rim
mounted tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish only,
1930’s (see illustration)
£200-300

2
A scarce John McNab 4" Perth style
salmon fly reel, raised brass faceplate with
tapered bone horn handle and central
domed iron retaining screw, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, faceplate stamped
Coronet trade mark, circa 1885
£180-240

3
A good collection of approximately 480
hair-wing salmon flies, all tied on double
hooks, various patterns, contained within
double sided teak and ethafoam lined case, all
seem in unused condition
£100-150

4
A Foster’s 4" brass salmon fly reel,
domed cow horn handle, bridge foot,
quadruple pillared cage, fixed check
mechanism and a Heaton’s brass 33/4" salmon
fly reel of similar design, both circa 18980 (2)
£100-150

5
A Hardy Princess 31/2" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide and
adjustable check mechanism, in zip case and a
Hardy Hardex No.1 Mk.II threadline reel
with turned ebonite handle, half bail arm and
spare ebonite spool (2)
£90-130

6
A Hardy Hydra 33/4" light salmon/sea-
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, two screw
spring latch, fixed check mechanism and a pair
of Hardy Hydra 31/8" trout fly reels of similar
design (3)
£100-150

7
An Allcock brass 21/2" crank wind trout
reel, counter-balanced handle, fixed check
and five further brass trout and salmon fly
reels including three crank wind examples (6)
£100-150

8
A pigskin salmon fly wallet fitted
parchment leaves and felt dampers, wrap-
around strap, a collection of approx. 60
various fully dressed salmon and sea-trout
flies and a collection of various hooks
including salmon trebles and blind eyed trace
hooks (Q)
£70-100

9
Three Hardy HJS Wiggler baits in
original packets, eight Hardy 13/4" Special
Spoons in original packets, and a collection of
forty two various other Hardy spoon and
spinner baits, various patterns (Q)
£130-180

10
A Lemax mother o’pearl spinner bait,
13/4", rear flying treble, a Hardy dead bait
mount, seven further Hardy bait mounts, a
collection of Hardy metal spinning vane
mounts and a collection of various other
baits including Devon minnows, ABU Tobies,
Hardy hog-backed spoon blades et al (Q)
£80-120

11
A J.W. Young’s Condex 31/4" trout fly
reel, black finish, fixed check in original card
box, another similar Condex reel, two
Young’s 1540 salmon fly reels in original
boxes and with single spare spool and two
further reels (6)
£80-120

3
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12
A Hardy “Graphite De-Luxe” 2 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9', #5/6,
crimson/scarlet tipped wraps, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, light use only, in bag
£100-150

13
A 3 piece (Hardy blank) built cane
salmon fly rod, 14'3", green silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, stud lock
joints, light use only, the blank was purchased
from Hardy’s in the 1960’s and is built to the
Speycaster specification, no bag
£90-130

14
A Ron Thompson “Innovation” 2 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9'6", #6/7, wooden
reel seat, screw grip fitting, a Diawa 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 16', #10/12, in bags
and two further rods (4)
£80-120

15
A good Hardy St George 3" alloy trout
fly reel and block leather case, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), three screw spring drum
latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish from
normal use only and with original block
leather case, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£300-400

16
A scarce Allcock Sea Aerial 4" ebonite
centre pin sea reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin tapered xylonite handles,
brass stancheon foot and rear sliding
optional check button with bar spring check
mechanism, fine hairline crack to backplate
otherwise very good condition, 1940’s (see
illustration)
£180-260

17
A Hardy Flyweight trout fly reel and
spare spools, ebonite handle, alloy foot, two
screw drum latch and nickel silver “U” shaped
line guide, little used condition, in zip case
£100-150

18
A Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight Multiplier
trout fly reel and spare spool, ebonite
handle on raised drive plate, two screw drum
latch, alloy foot, two screw nickel silver “U”
shaped line guide, light use only and neatly
block engraved previous owners name, in zip
case
£100-150

19
A Hardy Marquis 8/9 Multiplier
trout/sea-trout fly reel of similar design to
the above, little used condition, in zip case
and three further reels; a Heaton’s 4" walnut
Nottingham starback reel, a Redpath brass 3"
trout reel and a Gemina centre pin reel (4)
£100-150

20
A fine and rare model 4108A-T1
Coxon Aerial 3" centre pin reel, caged
and six spoked ebonite flanged drum with
twin xylonite handles and twin fork regulator
and release latch, walnut backplate with brass
starback foot, single arm line guide and sliding
optional check button, calliper spring check
mechanism, rear drum flanged stamped “4”,
very good overall condition, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£700-900

21
A Hardy Sunbeam 8/9 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch, alloy
foot, agate line guide, rear milled tension
adjuster and a Hardy Sunbeam 7/8 of similar
design both in zip cases (2)
£130-180

22
A Hardy Princess 31/2" trout fly reel
and spare spool, ebonite handle two screw
drum latch, nickel silver two screw “U”
shaped line guide, rim tension screw and a
similar Hardy Princess trout reel with single
screw line guide (2)
£130-180

4
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23
A Hardy Marquis 8/9 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw latch, rear check
adjuster,“U” shaped line guide, in zip case and
with later spare spool and three further
Hardy spare spools; Marquis No.2, Marquis
No.,1 and one other (4)
£90-130

24
A Hardy Marquis No.4 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, nickel silver “U”
shaped line guide, rear tension adjuster, light
use only, in zip case
£90-130

25
A rare S.E. Bogdan Model 50 light
salmon fly reel, the 31/2" right hand wind
reel with black/champagne anodised finish,
counter-balanced ebonite handle on
serpentine winding arm, multi-perforated
front plate, rear ten point graduated tension
adjuster, foot stamped model number, light
wear only (see illustration)
£900-1300

26
A fine and rare S.E. Bogdan Model light
salmon fly reel, the 31/4" right hand wind
reel with black/champagne anodised finish,
counter-balanced ebonite handle on
serpentine winding arm, rear ten point
graduated tension adjuster and milled
optional check button, foot stamped model
number, only very light signs of use (see
illustration)
£800-1200

27
A rare Cave & Co. of Columbo 4" brass
mahseer fly reel, tapered bone handle,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, faceplate
stamped retailers details and with raised
central spindle boss, light wear to bronze
patina only, no check, circa 1890
£150-250

The Following 11 lots are to be sold on
behalf of the Wild Trout Trust

28
A Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), nickel silver rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, 1930’s
£150-250

29
A Hardy Neroda bakelite small
salmon/sea-trout fly box, oxblood finish,
interior fitted seventy spring clips and
holding a selection of various flies, 1940’s
£100-150

30
A good Hardy Practical line drier,
rectangular bevelled oak base, twin alloy
arms on folding stanchion support, stamped
makers details, turned ebonite winding
handle, 1940’s (see illustration)
£150-250

31
A Scarce Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight
trout fly reel, rarely seen four pillar model
with ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, two
screw drum latch, “L” shaped line guide and
rim mounted tension screw with Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to finish only
£130-180

32
A Farlow 31/2" alloy trout fly reel,
xylonite handle, brass foot, rim tension
screw, stamped Holdfast logo and a small
quantity of various other tackle including a
wooden trout priest, Marttiini Finish knife in
leather case,Wheatley trout fly box et al (Q)
£70-100

33
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8', tan silk inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1958,
replacement tip ring, tip 1" short, in bag
£120-180

5
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33a
A Hardy “West Country Spinning” 2
piece cane salmon spinning rod, 7', tan
whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting, 1951
and a Hardy “L.R.H. No.1 Spinning” 2 piece
salmon spinning rod, 9'6", green/scarlet
tipped whippings, replacement tip ring, 1958,
in bags (2)
£120-180

34
An Ogden Smith “Warrior” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 9', tan silk wraps,
brass butt cap, suction joints and Westley
Richards 4 piece (2 tips) cane valise trout fly
rod, 8', scarlet/gold tipped silk wraps, wooden
reel seat, in bags (2)
£100-150

34a
A Hardy “Tournament” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 11', crimson silk inter-
whipped, nickel silver reel fitting, brass
capped bamboo tip tube, 1915 and a Hardy
“A.H.E. Wood No.1” 3 piece (2 tips ) cane
salmon fly rod, crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, 1928, in bags (2)
£140-180

35
A Walker Bampton 2 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 10', nickel silver reel
fittings, brass capped tip tube and five various
other cane trout rods, various makers
including Milward’s, Sealey and Cogswell &
Harrison, in bags (6)
£100-150

36
A collection of various cane, carbon
and greenheart fly and spinning rods,
various makes and models including Garden
spliced 12' green heart salmon rod, Orvis
carbon trout fly rod et al and three Hardy
alloy rod tubes (Q)
£90-130

Other properties

37
A fine Thomas & Thomas “DH1510-5”
5 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 15', #10,
anodised screw grip reel fitting, little used
condition, in bag and alloy travel tube
£200-300

38
A good Orvis Vortex 11/12 salmon fly
reel, gold anodised finish, counter-balanced
handle, ventilated drum and cage, rear milled
tension adjuster, little used condition, in
neoprene pouch
£130-180

39
A similar lot
£130-180

40
A Hardy Marquis No.3 salmon fly reel
and three spare spools, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, two screw drum latch, rear
tension adjuster, in zip cases
£150-250

41
A similar lot
£150-250

42
An Illingworth No.3 threadline casting
reel, ebonite stepped handle, exposed
bronze gearing, finger pick-up line guide, alloy
spool with copper rim and central graduated
tension adjuster, in original rexine case, circa
1920 (see illustration)
£140-180

43
A good Malloch’s 4" alloy side casting
reel, tapered cow horn handle, swivelling
brass foot with integral line guide and ivorine
handled Gibb’s patent release lever, rim
mounted optional check lever, reversible
drum and faceplate stamped oval logo,
1920’s, sold with a Malloch’s trade card with
hook gauge and advertisement for the side c
aster reel (2)
£100-150

6
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44
A Malloch brass 31/4" side casting reel,
domed cow horn handle, spring release
swivelling foot with integral line guide, rim
mounted optional check lever and reversal
drum (latch faulty) and a Malloch 4" brass
salmon fly reel, horn handle, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, polished finish (2)
£90-130

45
A Julius Vom Hofe multiplier bass reel,
ebonite and nickelled silver composition with
off-set crank handle, bridge foot, optional
check button to rear plate and seven further
American bait casting reels, various makes
and models including a boxed South Bend
Perfectoreno 750, a Pflueger Summit, a
Shakespeare Beetzsel et al (8)
£140-240

46
A Moscrop brass 31/2" trout fly reel,
caged drum with patent “U” clip release
spring and raised thumb screw tension
adjuster and four further brass trout reels
and pole winches by Heaton, DAM et al, all
with polished finish (5)
£90-130

47
A Pflueger Sal-Trout brass skeleton fly
reel, caged drum, counter-balanced ebonite
handle, rear sliding optional check button and
five further brass and white metal skeleton
style fly reels, various makes and models (6)
£80-120

48
A good collection of 20 American
wooden plug baits, various makes and
models including Heddon Crazy Crawlers,
Creek Chub Husky Pike Minnows, boxed A.L.
Foss Pork Ring Minnow, Arbogast Jointed
Jitterbug, Heddon Crab Wiggler et al, many
with glass eyes and including some large
examples (20)
£150-250

49
A good collection of forty American
plug baits, various wooden and plastic
makes and models including; Jumping Jo’s,
Creek Chub Jigger, Robert Mud Puppy, Eger
Baby Dillinger, Cob Co. Dingbat,True Temper
Crippled Shad, Creek Chub Mouse et al,
some with glass eyes and in original card
boxes (40)
£180-260

50
A very rare Edward Von Hofe Peerless
No.3 trout fly reel, ebonite and nickel
silver construction with serpentine scroll
crank handle set within an anti-foul rim,
pierced foot, stamped model details, triple
cage pillars, rear plate with red heightened
and block engraved previous owners initials,
sliding optional check button and hinged
spindle port cover stamped Jan. ‘83 patent
details, small hairline crack between the two
foot retaining screws on rear plate otherwise
light wear from normal use only, a rarely seen
example circa 1910 (see illustration)
£1500-2500

51
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 41/2"
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
brass foot, nickel silver line guide, rim
strapped tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1906 calliper check
mechanism, ventilated drum with four rim
cusps and central nickel silver retaining
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark and straight line logo, two pillars
factory repaired, otherwise light over wear
only, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£300-500

52
A Hardy Perfect 41/4" alloy salmon fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot, rim
strapped tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1912-17 heavy duty check
mechanism, drum with nickel silver retaining
screw and faceplate stamped central circular
logo, light wear from normal use, circa 1915
£300-400

7
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53
A LOOP Evotech Model 4 salmon fly
reel, multi-perforated large arboured drum
with counter-balanced handle, central milled
tension adjuster, left hand wind, light use only
£150-200

54
A Bo Mohlin 31/4" wide drummed
salmon/sea-trout reel, gold and black
anodised finish, right hand wind anti-reverse
model with turned wooden handle on “S”
shaped counter-balanced handle mounted
above a milled disc check adjuster, multi-
perforated drum and rear plate, as new
condition and in original block leather case
(see illustration)
£200-300

55
A LOOP Hi-Tec Sea-Trout 4" fly reel,
gold anodised finish, counter-balanced
ebonite handle, ventilated shallow cored
drum, rim mounted sliding tension adjuster,
unused condition and in original pouch
£150-250

56
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, rim
strapped tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1912-17 heavy duty check
mechanism, ventilated drum with nickel silver
retaining screw and faceplate stamped
central circular logo, overall wear from
normal use, circa 1915
£250-450

57
A fine Fin-Nor #4 salt water big game
fly reel and spare spool, left hand wind
model with gold anodised salt-water proof
finish, counter-balanced handle, solid drum,
central milled tension adjuster, rear plate
stamped make and model details, in original
blue card box (see illustration)
£240-280

58
A fine Bo Mohlin “Em Double” 41/4"
salmon fly reel and spare spool, black
anodised finish, left hand wind model with
shallow arboured drum, counter-balanced
handle, bridge foot, triple chrome drum
pillars and central milled tension wheel,
unused condition and in original twin
compartment block leather case (see
illustration)
£300-400

59
A Bo Mohlin baby Trout 3" fly reel, left
hand wind model with black anodised, multi-
perforated end plates, wooden handle on
counter-balanced serpentine crank handle,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, unused condition
£150-250

60
A rare early Edward Vom Hofe
Restigouche 6/0 salmon fly reel, ebonite
and nickel silver construction with ebonite
handle on counter-balanced serpentine crank
arm mounted above a milled ‘79 patent drag
adjuster, pierced foot (unusually not stamped
model and size details) and quadruple cage
pillars (two double roller), rear plate with
sliding optional check disc and hinged spindle
port cover stamped Jan. ‘83 patent details,
faceplate script engraved original owners
initials and in original block leather case, circa
1890 (see illustration)
£800-1200

61
A good G. Loomis “Nautikos” 3 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9', #8, black/green
tipped whippings, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, little used condition, in bag and alloy
tube
£130-180

62
A Thomas & Thomas “Ballynahinch” 3
piece carbon trout/sea-trout fly rod,
10'6", #7, wooden reel seat, nickel silver
screw grip reel fitting, spigot joints, little used
condition, in bag and alloy tube
£100-150

8
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63
A good Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", #6, black/scarlet tipped
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1971, little used condition, in bag
£150-250

64
A Hardy “Graphite Salmon Fly” 3
piece carbon salmon fly rod, 15'4", #10,
black/scarlet tipped wraps, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, in bag
£80-120

65
A scarce 19th Century brass spike
fitting winch, baluster turned bone handle
on curved crank winding arm with domed
iron retaining screw, triple cage pillars, block
foot with square tapered spike fitting, fixed
watch makers check mechanism, probably
Irish, 27/8" diameter, circa 1840 (see
illustration)
£300-400

66
A rare Flint of Dublin 2" brass crank
trout winch, tapered bone handle on
curved crank winding arm with domed iron
retaining screw, block foot, triple cage pillars
and fixed check mechanism, rear plate
stamped enclosed oval logo, circa 1870
£200-300

67
A Forrest of Kelso black japanned
circular salmon cast case, decorated gilt
concentric bands, cream painted interior
with two card and cork ringed cast holds and
containing a small selection of salmon casts,
51/2" diam. and an unnamed black japanned
circular salmon cast case, cream painted
interior holding thirteen parchment and
leather tabbed cast and fly holders, 71/2"
diam. (2)
£70-100

68
A David Slater 41/2" walnut
Nottingham combination reel, twin
horn handles, four screw spring release latch,
brass annular line guide and starback foot
with sliding optional check button and
stamped makers details and patent 3603 and
a similar Slater 41/2" walnut Nottingham
starback centre pin reel, stamped oval logo
(2)
£130-180

69
A 19th Century lignum vitae salmon
fisher’s priest, truncheon head, tapered
handle, 10" long and another 19th century
turned fruitwood salmon fisher’s priest of
truncheon form, 11" long (2)
£90-130

70
An un-named Gregory Harrogate
Spinner bait, the 4" bait of half fish form
with amber/black spot glass eye, engraved
scale decoration, twin spinning vanes and
central revolving weighted spindle (see
illustration)
£180-240

71
A silver key fob in the form of a leaping
cock salmon, the 2" fish with engraved
decoration, chain link and screw locking key
fob, fish and fob hall marked London 1933
£70-100

72
A good Bowness & Bowness leather fly
wallet, tooled decoration, wrap-around
strap, interior with pouch end pockets, tool
holders and fitted parchment fly and cast
holders and felt damper pads, flap interior gilt
stamped makers name, circa 1895
£90-130

9
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73
A Hardy oak Spintac lure case, hinged
lid with spring clasp, interior fitted various
bait and trace compartments, containing a
selection of various baits mounts and other
tackle, lid interior with applied oval nickel
silver trade plaque, 1950’s
£100-150

74
A scarce Hardy Silex Major 3" bait
casting reel, shallow cored drum with twin
ebonite handles, jewelled spindle bearing and
spring release latch, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator, light wear to finish
only, 1920’s (see illustration)
£250-350

75
A fine and rare Hardy Super Silex
Duralumin 4" alloy bait casting reel,
shallow arboured drum with win ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
tension nut, reel interior stamped “P.W.”
(Percy Walsh), reel is in excellent overall
co0ndition and a rarely seen model, 1930’s
(see illustration)
£500-800

76
A good Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 10', #6, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joint, 1966, in bag
£120-180

77
A Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 9', #7, black/scarlet tipped wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1962,
very good overall condition, in bag
£130-180

78
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', #5, crimson inter-whipped,
alloy screw, grip reel fitting, spiral lock fast
joint, 1961, in bag
£100-150

79
A Milward’s five piece cane valise tout
fly rod, 9', green silk inter-whipped, brass
sliding reel fittings, spigot joints, in bag
£70-100

80
A good Chevalier Bowness & Son 4"
brass wide drummed salmon winch,
turned ivory folding handle on waisted crank
winding arm, cut away rim handle recess,
riveted block foot, quadruple cage pillars and
raised rear check housing with fixed
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved makers
details, circa 1875 (see illustration)
£250-350

81
A good Allcock Aerial Popular 3"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin xylonite handles, brass stancheon
foot, rear sliding optional check button and
bar spring check mechanism, light use only,
1930’s (see illustration)
£180-240

82
A framed display of French tackle, the
display contains various makers tackle and
includes float and line winders, baits, gaff, net
head, floats, weights, lines, traces, eel spear
and various terminal and other tackle items,
in glazed oak frame, 30" x 24" overall, 1930’s
£200-300

83
A teak fly tying cabinet, interior fitted
various compartments and lift-out tray,
containing an extensive collection of tying
materials, tools, tinsels, hooks etc.
£80-120

10
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84
A fine and rare Hardy H.J.S bait casting
reel, black anodised finish, 4:1 ratio gearing,
reverse tapered ebonite handle on off-set
curved crank winding arm mounted above a
four point capstan drag adjuster, rim
mounted spool release lever and milled
tension screw, ribbed alloy foot, chromed
spindle caps both stamped “Oil”, rear plate
stamped make and model details and an
H.J.S. clamp fitting double arm brass line
winder, circa 1950 (see illustration) (2)
£400-600

85
A fine Dave Swallow “The Swallow”
43/8" alloy centre pin trotting reel,
shallow cored drum with ventilated
faceplate, twin ebonite handles and milled
rim, brass foot, rim mounted optional check
lever and bar spring check mechanism, little
used condition (see illustration)
£150-250

86
An Allcock Match Aerial 41/2" wide
drummed centre pin reel, caged and six
spoked drum with twin black composition
handle, brass foot, rear optional check switch
with bar spring check mechanism, black
painted finish, light use only (see illustration)
£150-250

87
A fine Edward Barder “Kennet
Perfection” 2 piece built cane float rod,
11'6", detachable cork handle, crimson silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joints,
full open bridge rings, in overall excellent and
little used condition, in bag
£400-600

88
A good R. Chapman & Co. (blank)
custom built 2 piece cane carp rod, 11',
13/4lb t/c, green silk inter-whipped, sliding
alloy fittings, suction joints, Amberfin butt
and tip eyes and full-open bridge rings
throughout, excellent condition with unusual
flame toned finish to the cane, in bag
£150-250

89
A fine Edward Barder Tonkin bamboo
carp landing net handle, the 72" mottled
cane handle with brass screw collar and
rubber butt cap, made1998, unused
condition, in bag
£100-150

90
A good Pezon et Michel “Parabolic
Royale” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 8'8",
#7, tan/gold tipped silk wraps, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, staggered ferrule,
suction joint, little used condition, in bag
£150-250

91
A good Pezon et Michel “Parabolic
Speciale Competition” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', crimson silk wraps, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, in bag
£100-150

92
A good Sharpe’s “Featherweight” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 8', #5/6, crimson
whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, little used condition, in bag
£100-150

93
An Orvis Battenkill Disc 8/9 trout fly
reel, counter-balanced handle, alloy foot,
spring drum latch and rear tension adjuster
and a similar Orvis Battenkill Disc 5/6 reel
(2)
£80-120

94
A Leeda Dragonfly 100 trout fly reel,
two further trout fly reels, an ABU 507
closed faced reel, a similar ABU 1044 Syncro
Match reel and two centre pin reels (7)
£80-120

11
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95
A Allcock Aerial model C.815 4" wide
drummed centre pin reel, black finish,
caged and six spoke drum with twin tapered
ebonite handles, chromed foot, rear optional
check lever, wear to finish from normal use,
1960’s
£140-180

96
A fine and rare Edward Barder “Wallis
Avon” 3 piece whole and built cane
float rod, 11'6", crimson silk inter-whipped,
sliding nickl3e silver reel fittings and butt cap,
suction joints, stand-off bridge rings
throughout, excellent over all condition and a
rarely seen model, made 1997 and sold with
the original owners specification letters, in
bag
£500-800

97
An R. Chapman & Co. (blank) custom
built “Kennet Perfection” 2 piece cane
float rod, 11'3", fully restored and with
green silk inter-whippings, detachable cork
handle, alloy sliding reel fittings, suction
joints, stand-off rings, excellent overall
condition, in bag
£150-250

98
An Allcock Match Aerial 41/2" trotting
reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin
composition handles, chromed foot, rear
optional check button with bar spring check
mechanism, light overall wear to black
painted finish, 1960’s
£130-180

99
A rare Milward’s Brownie 31/2" side
casting threadline reel, turned treen
shallow arboured drum mounted onto a
brass spindle with milled tension nut, alloy
foot which swivels through 90° for casting
and with iron pig-tail line guide, drum face
stamped maker and model details, very good
condition, 1920’s (see illustration)
£300-400

100
A very rare Kitchens Patent
multiplying trout spinning reel, alloy
construction with oyster turned decoration,
brass foot, ebonite winding handle on
ventilated circular drive plate which rotates
an enclosed drum via a spring belt drive
whilst also operating a worm gear driven
oscillating brass line guide, the drum can be
disengaged for casting by rotating a spindle
mounted brass release lever thru’ 180°, rear
drum plate stamped makers details and
patent no. 2883/1920 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

101
A very rare Farshure alloy threadline
casting reel, rectangular gear housing with
“S” scroll brass winding arm with ebonite
winding knob, and shaped foot fixed with
four domed brass screws, half wire auto bail
arm, alloy reciprocating spool with brass
milled retaining screw, gear housing stamped
model name, patent details 5188/21 and No.
218, a rarely seen model circa 1921 (see
illustration)
£150-250

102
A Helical salmon model threadline
casting reel, enclosed alloy gear housing,
shaped bronze foot, turned ebonite handle,
auto pick-up half bail arm, nickel silver
rimmed spool with central graduated tension
regulator, in original rexine case and with
spare spool and a similar Helical trout size
model with finger pick-up bail arm, turned
ebonite handle and nickel silver rimmed
spool, in original case and with spare spool,
oil bottle and samples of silk spinning lines in
various breaking strains (2)
£100-150
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103
An unusual autographed “Tournament
Caster - As Others See Us..” cartoon,
depicting a central cartoon figure of a
tournament caster in the form of a trophy
surrounded by twenty tournament caster’s
signatures of many famous past champions
including, Pierre Creusevaut, Lionel Sweet,
Jim Hardy, Tommy Edwards, Arthur Oglesby,
Jack Martin, Ian Blagburn et al, framed and
glazed, 12" x 9" overall
£80-120

104
A unique presentation Hardy Palakona
gentleman’s walking cane, treen swan
neck handle with nickel silver collar engraved
presentation details “To T.L. Edwards From
L.R. Hardy, November 1944”, tapered
hexagonal cane shaft with alloy toe cap, 36"
long, sold with a London School of Casting
brochure (the LSC was run under the
personal supervision of world casting
champion Capt.Tommy Edwards)
£150-250

** The above gentleman’s walking cane was
gifted by the then Managing Director of
Hardy’s L. R. Hardy to Capt.T.L. Edwards to
commemorate his 15 years as Hardy’s
teaching and casting professional

105
A scarce Champion 41/8" centre pin
trotting reel made by J.W. Young’s for
Albert Smith of Redditch, shallow cored
drum with twin reverse tapered xylonite
handles, lipped rim and two screw spring
release latch, brass foot and rim mounted
brake lever which is free running when
winding in but operated a rubber pressure
brake as the fish is taking line out, rear plate
with graduated brake tension adjuster, black
painted finish, good overall condition and
rarely seen example
£100-150

106
A Hardy Conquest 41/8" alloy trotting
reel, shallow arboured drum with reverse
tapered ebonite handles and two screw
spring release latch, alloy foot, rear nickel
silver optional check lever and ivorine
quadrant weight indicator, very good
condition, circa 1960
£120-180

107
An interesting collection of
tournament casting items including; a
bench mounted tournament spool winder
specially made by a Hardy Bros. apprentice
for Capt. Tommy Edwards (Hardy’s casting
pro.) and used to rewind line onto wooden
reel spools after making shock leaders for
distance bait casting, white metal
construction with large applied brass oval
trade plaque; a Farlow’s Sextile line winder,
six collapsible arms, ebonite handle and brass
table clamp; a spool of extra fine special Platil
tournament line for open bait distance event
casting; a (working) waterproof Platil & Co.
field watch and seven various tournament
casting weights (Q)
£100-150

108
Two reels of 16mm film showing US
tournament casting champion John
Dieckman one titled “Fly-Casting” and one
“Spinning” both colour, in original tin
canisters with Walter Harrison Smith Assc.
printed labels
£70-100

** 1956 World bait casting champion,
Dieckman was one of America’s top
professional demonstrators and trick casters
and regularly appeared at shows throughout
the USA, he was tragically killed in 1962 in an
air crash shortly after these two films were
made
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109
An interesting collection of
tournament casting memorabilia
comprising; a collection of International
Casting Federation lapel pin badges, a scarce
original British Casting Assoc. enamel lapel
badge; a BCA 1939 rule book with gilt crest
cover with later addendum and 1957 and
1964 record cards; a full set of ten casting
weights (1/8oz - 1oz); the official white cap
and two tone burgundy/grey cardigan worn
by all Platil sponsors casters (as worn by
world casting champion BarrieWelham in the
pg. 530 illustration in Drewett J.: Hardy
Bros… The Masters) and with a copy of the
original photograph of a young Welham
sporting the outfit included in this lot; a pair
of tournament pocket scissors and eleven
various tournament casting medals (Q)
£120-180

110
A rare Hardy Silex Major 3" alloy bait
casting reel, ventilated drum with slotted
core, twin ebonite handles, spring release
latch and jewelled spindle bearings, ribbed
brass foot, ivorine rim mounted casting
trigger and rear quadrant weight indicator
with nickel silver tension screw, light overall
wear to finish, circa 1930
£200-300

111
A Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.II fixed spool
reel, left hand wind ebonite handle, finger
pick-up line guide and ebonite spool with
four point tension adjuster, c.1932 and an
Altex No.3 Mk.V fixed spool reel, right hand
wind ebonite handle, full bail arm, optional
check button, 1950’s (2)
£90-130

112
A Hardy Hardex No.II Mk.II threadline
casting reel, left hand wind ebonite handle,
half auto-bail arm, ebonite spool with central
tension adjuster and a similar Hardy Hardex
No.I Mk.I threadline reel with chromed spool
housing (2)
£80-120

113
An Allcock Duplex threadline casting
reel, xylonite handle, auto-bail arm,
mechanism, faulty, in original card box with
instruction brochure, an Allcock Superb
threadline reel and a pair of Mitchell Prince
408 fixed spool reels with three spare spools
(4)
£80-120

114
A scarce (Gregory?) Clipper style 4"
bait, the half fish shaped bode with
amber/black spot glass eye, curved tail and
incised decoration, two mounted flying treble
hooks and twin spinning vanes and four
further interesting baits and mounts;A Geens
open spiral minnow; a Hardy Greenwell
Spoon; a Hardy Golden Sprat and a Hardy
bait mount in Hardy card box (5) (see
illustration)
£180-260

115
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8', #5, re-whipped with
inter-mediate tan silk wraps, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, 1946, spare tip short, in bag and a
Sharpe’s 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 9'6",
crimson whippings, screw grip reel fitting, in
bag (2)
£100-150

116
A Partridge “Golden Shadow” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9'6", #8, tan silk wraps,
wooden reel seat with alloy screw grip fitting,
in bag
£70-100

117
A B. James “Kennet Perfection” 2 piece
cane float rod, 11'3", fully refurbished with
green silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel
fittings, detachable “donut” cork handle,
suction joints, stand-off rings, good useable
rod, in bag
£130-180
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118
A superb Edward Barder “The Fred J.
Taylor Roach Rod” 2 piece hollow built
cane float rod, 12'3", detachable cork
handle, crimson silk wraps, sliding alloy reel
fittings, suction joints, Amberfin butt and tip
eyes, stand-off rings throughout, rod is in
excellent overall condition and sold with the
original owners specification letters, in bag
£400-600

119
A scarce Hardy Eureka 31/2" alloy
centre pin reel, shallow cored rum with
multi-perforated faceplate, twin ivorine
handles (replacement) and nickel silver
telephone drum latch, cut-away rim section,
brass foot, rim mounted optional check lever,
rear plate stamped makers details, light wear
to finish, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£300-400

120
A fine and rare Hardy Perfect 3" wide
drummed trout fly reel in war-time
black painted finish, ivorine handle, brass
foot, rim tension screw and Mk.I check
mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.” (Jimmy
Smith), only very light wear to finish and a
rarely seen size and model, circa 19140 (see
illustration)
£600-900

121
A rare Haywood brass wide drummed
multiplying winch, turned ivory handle on
off-set curved crank winding arm, riveted
block foot, triple cage pillars, faceplate
stamped makers details, 21/2" diam., very
good overall condition, circa 1850 (see
illustration)
£250-450

122
A C.F. Walsh, Dundee 31/2" Perth style
rosewood and brass salmon fly reel,
tapered bulbous treen handle on brass
winding plate, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
makers details, circa 1890
£200-300

123
A very rare Ruben Heaton’s 21/2"
ebonite and nickelled silver relief
decorated trout fly reel, nickelled brass
winding plate with relief of an angler in
riverside setting, tapered horn handle and
central domed steel retaining screw, German
silver rims, nickelled brass block foot, triple
cage pillars and fixed check mechanism, a
rarely seen model, circa 1925 (see
illustration)
£350-450

124
An Edwardian brass inkwell in the form
of a wicker fishing basket, hinged lid relief
decorated with various fish, rope twist swing
handle and interior fitted two glass ink wells
and ink blotter, 41/2" diameter, circa 1915 (see
illsutration)
£150-250

125
A rare Hardy Longstone Ebona 51/8"
sea centre pin reel, slightly dished drum
with twin dome cow horn handles and
central knurled nickel silver tension nut,
brass Bickerdyke line guide and starback
foot, foot stancheon and rear plate stamped
make and model details, very good overall
condition, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£350-550

126
A Hardy Sunbeam 3" trout dry fly reel,
exposed drum with ebonite handle and
nickel silver telephone drum latch, brass
Bickerdyke line guide and stancheon foot,
fixed check mechanism, light wear only,
1930’s
£120-160

127
A good Illingworth No.3 threadline
casting reel, stepped ebonite handle,
exposed bronzed gearing, finger pick-up line
guide, nickel silver rimmed spool with central
graduated tension adjuster, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£150-200
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128
A scarce Hardy Taupo 37/8" wide
drummed trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, nickel silver rim mounted
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear to enamel finish from normal use,
1950’s
£250-350

129
A good Hardy Elarex 3rd model (1946-
64) bait casting reel, chromed housing,
twin reverse tapered ebonite handles on
serpentine crank winding arm, level-line
mechanism, rear plate with optional check
button and milled tension regulator and
unusually not stamped with the Hardy patent
details
£80-120

130
A rare Hardy No.1 Angler’s knife, fitted
three G. Butler Sheffield steel tool, nickel
silver side plates, one engraved makers
details, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£350-550

131
A fine and rare Norm Mac Donald, B.C.
wedding cake style 31/2" polished alloy
trout fly reel, multi-perforated drum with
twin ebonite handles and central raised brass
spindle boss, one piece cage with stepped
rear check housing ands raised tension
adjuster, new/unused condition (see
illustration)
£300-400

** Norm MacDonald of Vancouver B.C. hand
built a limited number of high quality fly reels
over forty years to special order, he is
perhaps best known for producing a small
number of reels on special commission to
commemorate the retirement of Orvis
senior management, he died in January 2003

132
A fine and rare Norm MacDonald 31/2"
polished alloy trout fly reel, multi-
perforated drum with twin ebonite handles,
one piece cage with ventilated rear rim, fixed
check mechanism, new/unused condition
(see illustration)
£250-350

133
A Hardy “Ultralite” 2 piece carbon
trout/sea-trout fly rod, 10'6", #7,
black/silver tipped wraps, anodised screw
grip reel fitting, little used condition, in bag
and original alloy tube
£120-180

134
A Hardy “Favourite F.T.” 2 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9', #6/7, scarlet silk
wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, little used
condition, in bag and original alloy tube
£100-150

135
A good Fenwick “WF 90 7-2” 2 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9', #7, tan silk wraps,
wooden reel seat, nickel silver sliding reel
fitting, as new condition, in bag and original
alloy tube
£140-180

136
A Fenwick “Boron-X” 2 piece boron
trout fly rod, 9', #5, black/gold tipped silk
wraps, rosewood reel seat and screw grip
reel fitting, little used condition, in bag and
original alloy tube
£120-180

137
A scarce Horwood brass and ebonite
51/2" Loch Tay trolling reel, large cow
horn handle on brass winding plate, caged
drum, bridge foot, five drum pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate stamped shield
logo and engraved script “V”, circa 1895
£200-300
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138
A Heaton’s brass and ebonite Jardine
style 33/4" salmon fly reel, domed cow
horn handle on ventilated brass winding
plate, caged and perforated drum, German
silver rims, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, ventilated ebonite
back plate, circa 1895
£130-180

139
A Malloch’s 41/2" alloy patent brake
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
brass bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
central raised milled check adjuster, fixed
check, faceplate stamped oval logo and a
Malloch 31/2" alloy salmon fly reel, ivorine
handle, brass bridge foot and quadruple
pillars, fixed check mechanism (2)
£120-180

140
A rare Percy Wadham Test 41/2" alloy
combination salmon reel, ventilated
drum with composition handle, brass foot,
rim mounted optional check lever, rear plate
with central brass tension screw and
stamped makers details, circa 1925
£150-250

141
A Farlow brass 41/2" salmon fly reel,
large domed cow horn handle, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, rear plate scroll engraved makers
details, polished finish, circa 1890 and a
Farlow Patent Lever 41/2" alloy salmon fly
reel, horn handle, block foot (reduced) brass
pillars and rear raised thumb disc check
adjuster, circa 1910 (2)
£130-180

142
A fine 18ct gold and enamelled pin
brooch in the form of a polychrome
enamelled leaping trout behind a rod and
reel, the rod with white gold handle and reel
with inset pearl centre, stamped “A,W,” and
hallmarked to rear, 25/8" long overall (see
illustration)
£150-250

143
A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel
and two spare spools, ebonite handle,
polished alloy foot, two screw drum latch and
rear tension regulator, unused condition,
boxed, zip cases
£130-180

144
A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel
and three spare spools, ebonite handle,
polished alloy foot, two screw drum latch and
rear tension regulator, in zip cases
£140-180

145
A pair Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly
reels and one spare spool, each with
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, two
screw drum latch and rear tension regulator,
some light corrosion to spool rims, in zip
cases
£120-160

146
A good Hardy Super Silex 4" alloy bait
casting reel, shallow arboured drum with
twin ebonite handles, spring latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot,
rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with milled nickel
silver tension nut, light wear from normal use
only, 1930’s
£250-350

147
A Heaton’s Nottingham “Frog back”
6"v walnut sea centre pin reel, brass
backed drum with twin bulbous composition
handles and central spring release latch, brass
frog back stancheon foot and rear sliding
optional check button, light wear only, 1930’s
(see illustration)
£150-200
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148
A fine and rare Hardy 3" brass crank
wind trout winch, domed cow horn handle
on waisted crank winding arm with domed
iron locking screw, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina and is in overall very
good condition, circa 1890 (see illustration)
£400-600

149
A rare Marston Crosslé 4" centre pin
reel, ventilated alloy drum with treen arbour,
twin horn handles and central milled brass
tension nut, ebonite rear plate, alloy starback
foot ands brass sliding optional check button,
faceplate stamped model details, circa 1015
(see illustration)
£350-450

150
A rare Hardy Special Perfect 31/4"
trout fly reel, ivorine handle mounted on a
raised winding plate, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and very unusually an 1896 flat
calliper spring check mechanism (usually
fitted with the 1906 calliper spring),
ventilated drum with four rim cusps and
central nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light overall
wear, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£800-1200

151
An early Carswell Modified Illingworth
No.2 threadline casting reel and four
spare spools, domed ivorine handle,
exposed bronze gearing, alloy foot and drum,
half wire bail arm, drum with no
make/retailers details, circa 1914 (see
illustration)
£150-250

152
Seven various Wheatley alloy salmon
fly boxes, containing a collection of various
double and treble hair wing salmon flies and
Waddington patterns (7)
£80-120

153
A good collection of various salmon,
trout and salt-water flies contained in
various Fox, Wheatley alloy/black and other
fly boxes, including tubes, Waddingtons, dry
flies et al (Q)
£100-150

154
A Hardy “Smuggler” 6 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 7', #5, black/scarlet tipped silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, spigot joints, in
bag
£140-180

155
A goodThomas &Thomas “DH1611-3”
3 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 16', #11,
anodised screw grip reel fitting, little used
condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
£150-250

156
A Grey’s 3 piece carbon salmon fly rod,
15', #10/11, black/scarlet tipped wraps, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, in bag and an Orvis
Spey 4" salmon fly reel, chromed foot, rear
tension adjuster (2)
£130-180

157
A Grey’s “Speymaster” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 14', #9/10, black/scarlet
tipped whippings, wooden reel seat, screw
grip fitting, in bag and cloth covered tube and
a Leeda Magnum 200D Disc Drag 4" salmon
fly reel and spare spool, counter-balanced
handle, rear check adjuster (2)
£130-180

158
A Grey’s “Speymaster” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 12'6", #8/9, black/scarlet
tipped wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, in
bag and cloth covered tube and a System 2
model 1101 33/4" salmon fly reel, rear check
adjuster, both with light use only (2)
£120-160
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159
AThomas &Thomas “BasserTraveller”
4 piece carbon salt-water fly rod, 9', #9,
black silk wraps, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, in bag and cloth covered tube and a
Lamson 3.5 fly reel, counter-balanced handle,
rear check adjuster (2)
£150-250

160
A Hardy Marquis #6 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw latch, alloy foot,
rear check adjuster, in zip case and a Grey’s
“Montana” 2 piece carbon trout fly rod, 9',
#6/7, wooden reel seat, screw grip fitting,
little used condition, in bag
£140-180

161
A Hardy “Ultralite Disc 2/3/4” trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, two screw drum latch,
alloy foot, milled rear check adjuster, in cloth
bag and a Grey’s “Flyfair” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 9', #3, wooden reel seat, screw
grip fitting, in bag (2)
£120-180

162
A St Croix “Imperial” 2 piece carbon
trout/salt-water fly rod, 9', #8/9, alloy
screw grip reeel fitting, in cloth tube and a
Leeda Dragonfly Disc 100 fly reel, counter-
balanced handle, rear check adjuster, both in
little used condition (2)
£100-150

163
A Grey’s “Tuba” 4 piece carbon
travelling trout fly rod, 9', #5/6, wooden
reel seat, anodised screw grip reel fitting, in
bag and a Leeda Concept Dragonfly Disc 555
trout fly reel with two spare spools, both in
little used condition (2)
£130-180

164
Three Leeda Magnum 200D Disc Drag
4" salmon fly reels and three spare
spools, counter-balanced ebonite handle,
alloy foot, rear tension adjuster, all in near
new condition and with various salmon fly
lines (3)
£90-130

165
A Hardy Multum-in-Parvo black
japanned lure box, interior fitted various
compartments, a Malloch black japanned
salmon fly box and a collection of various
other tackle including two Mitchell fixed
spool reels, a Silver Fin line winder, Devons,
tobies, three various spinning rods, thigh
waders and other miscellaneous items (Q)
£80-120

166
A fine and rare Hardy crocodile skin
cast wallet, interior fitted four chamois
leather and parchment cast pouches, gilt
stamped cast grades, makers name and block
stamped previous owners initials
£100-150

167
A scarce W.B. Gowland brass
multiplying winch, turned ivory handle on
off-set curved crank winding arm which is
very unusually located at the bottom of the
reel (beside foot), triple cage pillars and block
foot, reduced, faceplate script engraved
makers details, only very light wear to finish,
circa 1865 (see illustration)
£200-300

168
A good Ogden Smith “Test” anglers’
knife, fitted six Taylor, Sheffield steel tools,
nickel silver side plates stamped hook gauge
and inch measure, hinged shackle, circa 1940
(see illustration)
£200-300
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169
Four Hardy H.J.S. Wiggler baits in
original card boxes, sizes 4" - 2" and four
further boxed Hardy baits; a 4" Silver Sand-
Eel, 3" Pennell Devon, 3" Hog Backed Spoon
and a Halcyon spinner (8)
£130-180

170
A Rovex Waterbourne #8 trout fly reel,
graphite anodised finish, counter-balanced
handle, multi-perforated drum with central
spring release latch, rear rim mounted lever
drag, new/unused in original neoprene pouch
£70-100

171
A scarce Hardy Sea Silex 5" sea centre
pin reel, solid drum with twin reverse
tapered handle and nickel silver telephone
drum latch, brass block foot, ivorine rim
mounted brake lever and three further rim
mounted casting controls, rear plate with
ivorine quadrant weight indicator and
stamped make and model details, overall very
good condition, circa 1940 (see illustration)
£400-600

172
A G. Main 4" brass loch trolling winch,
domed cow horn handle on waisted crank
winding arm set within an anti-foul rim, block
foot, quadruple raised pillars (two double
roller), rear raised check housing and fixed
check mechanism, faceplate script engraved
makers details, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1890
£200-300

173
A scarce Harrods 4" brass Hercules
style salmon fly reel, tapered cow horn
handle on raised faceplate, bridge foot,
quadruple nickel silver drum pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate block engraved
retailers details, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1900
£150-250

174
A scarce Harrods 3" walnut
Nottingham centre pin reel, treen drum
with twin horn handle and milled brass
tension nut, Bickerdyke line guide, brass
starback foot with sliding optional check
button and stamped retailers details,
excellent condition, circa 1910
£140-180

175
Eight fully dressed gut eyed salmon
flies, 7/0-5/0 irons, mounted on card and
with hand written pattern details (8)
£80-120

176
A scarce Hardy nickel silvered
extending salmon gaff, turned rosewood
handle, hinged point cover, stamped makers
details and Firth steel head, circa 1910 (see
illustration)
£100-150

177
An Allcock Aerial 4" centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass foot, rear sliding
option al check button and bar spring check
mechanism, backplate stamped circular trade
mark, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£350-550

178
A Farlow leather trout fly wallet, wrap-
around strap, interior fitted end pouch
pockets, felt dampers and parchment pouch
pockets and containing an extensive
collection of early trout flies with later
applied detail labels, flap gilt stamped makers
name and a smaller Farlow pigskin trout fly
wallet of similar design holding a collection of
early trout flies to gut casts (2)
£100-150
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179
A Carter & Co. pigskin trout fly wallet,
wrap-around strap, interior fitted end pouch
pockets, felt dampers and parchment cast
and fly leaves, containing a good selection of
early trout flies to gut casts and an Army and
Navy pigskin trout fly wallet of similar design
also holding a selection of early trout flies to
gut casts (2)
£90-130

180
A rare Hardy Perfect 3" wide
drummed trout fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension
screw and 1906 calliper check mechanism,
ventilated drum with four rim cusps and
central nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central logo, light wear to finish
from normal use only, circa 1908 (see
illustration)
£700-1000

181
A scarce Hardy Perfect 31/2" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo, light wear to lead finish, 1930’s
£250-450

182
A scarce D. Crockart, Perth 31/2" brass
salmon fly reel, domed cow horn handle,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, face plate with raised
central two screw boss and stamped shield
logo, light wear to bronze patina only, circa
1895
£150-250

183
A fine and rare S.E. Bogdan model 200
salmon fly reel, right hand wind model
with gold anodised finish, ebonite handle on
counter-balanced serpentine crank winding
arm, rear plate with milled optional check
button, ten point graduated tension adjuster
and applied rectangular alloy trade plate, very
light wear only (see illustration)
£800-1200

184
A collection of early fly tying materials,
including various hackle feathers, hooks,
dubbings et al, mainly Edwardian or earlier
and mostly in named envelopes (Q)
£70-100

185
A Hardy “L.R.H. Salmon Fly” 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 14',
green/scarlet tipped wraps, green inter-
whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, stud lock
joints, 1958, in bag
£150-250

186
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12'6", crimson silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
spiral lock fast joints, 1958, in bag
£150-250

187
A Hardy “No.1 A.H.E.Wood” 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12', crimson silk
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, spiral
lock fast joints, 1949, in bag
£130-180

188
A Sportfish “Saltwater Fly” 4 piece
carbon fly rod, 9', #8, green silk wraps,
anodised screw grip reel fitting, in bag and a
System 2 #7/8 fly reel, counter-balanced
handle, rear check adjuster (2)
£100-150

189
A Grey’s “Grand Prix” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 9'6", 8/9, black/green tipped
whippings, wooden reel seat, anodised screw
grip reel fitting, in bag and a Leeda Dragonfly
100 fly reel with spare spool (2)
£90-130
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190
A rare Edward Vom Hofe Tobique 4/0
multiplying salmon fly reel, ebonite and
nickel silver construction with tapered
ebonite handle on serpentine crank winding
arm set within an anti-foul rim, alloy pierced
bridge foot, stamped model details, triple
cage pillars (two double roller), rear plate
with milled disc sliding optional check disc
and central six point tension adjuster, spindle
port cover stamped May ‘02 patent details,
faceplate neatly engraved previous owners
initials, in original block leather case, circa
1930 (see illustration)
£800-1200

191
A very rare Ustonson 3 piece (2 tips)
greenheart and hickory trout fly rod,
10', tapered one piece handle with brass
sliding reel fittings, collar and butt cap block
engraved “Ustonson Maker to His Majesty,
Temple Bar, London”, drop rings throughout,
brass spigot joints, mounted on chamfered
oak display boar with applied brass plaque, a
rare example of this sought after tackle
makers rod building craft, circa 1830 (see
illustration)
£700-1000

192
A Walker Bampton 4 piece cane trout
fly rod, 9', crimson inter-whipped, nickel
silver sliding alloy reel fittings, rosewood but
cap, in canvas covered triangular wooden
former and another Walker Bampton 3 piece
cane trout fly rod, 10'6", similar design and
with reversible butt spear, in bag (2)
£100-150

193
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 11', #7, crimson inter-
whipped,sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting, lock
fast joints, 1958, little used condition, in bag
£200-300

194
A good Hardy “No.3 L.R.H. Spinning” 2
piece cane salmon spinning rod, 9'6",
green/scarlet tipped silk wraps, green inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, stud
lock joints, 1961, little used condition, in bag
£130-180

195
A Bruce & Walker “Norway Spey-
Caster” 4 piece carbon salmon fly rod,
12', #7/9, black silk wraps, anodised screw
grip reel fitting, unused condition, in bag and
cloth covered travel tube
£150-250

196
A Bo Mohlin Em Sea-Trout Classic 31/2"
wide drummed fly reel, left hand wind
model with black/silver anodised finish
turned ivorine handle on “S” shaped counter-
balanced crank winding arm set within an
anti-foul rim, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
rear seven point graduated tension adjuster,
new/unused condition, (see illustration)
£200-300

197
A crocodile skin attaché case containing
a quantity of various tackle including a Hardy
Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool reel, ebonite
handle on folding arm, full bail arm; various
salmon flies, casts, a book: Rickards &
Whitehead: Spinners Spoons and Wobbled
Baits and a small quantity of other items (Q)
£90-130

198
A rare Hardy Hold-All leather salmon
tackle case, red baize lined interior fitted
lift-out tackle tray and reel compartments to
base, brass lock, twin buckled lid straps, and
leather carrying handle, case front stamped
makers details, 181/2" x 12" x 81/4", circa 1920
(see illustration)
£350-550
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199
A fine and rare four spoke model
4108A-T2 Coxon Aerial 31/2" centre pin
reel and original block leather case,
ebonite flanged drum with twin tapered
ebonite handles, nickel silver cage pillars and
twin fork regulator and drum release latch,
walnut backplate with brass starback foot,
sliding optional check button and calliper
spring check mechanism, front drum flanged
stamped “Patent”, only light wear from
normal use, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£700-1000

200
An exceptionally fine and rare Allcock
Aerial model 7950-T4 Roller-Back 41/2"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with nickel silver bound ventilated (eight
hole) front flange, twin “bottle top” xylonite
handles, ebonite rear flange and twin fork
regulator and drum release spokes, alloy back
plate interior stamped “23550” and mounted
with four brass roller bearings, stancheon
foot and sliding optional check button with
calliper spring check mechanism, stamped
circular trade mark and neatly block
engraved previous owners initials (J.S.P.), the
reel is in over all excellent condition, circa
1920 (see illustration)
£4000-6000

201
A fine Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, reel is in virtually unused
condition, circa 1950 (see illustration)
£200-300

202
A fine and rare Hardy St George 33/4"
left hand wind alloy trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch, ribbed
brass foot, white agate line guide (no cracks),
rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, reel is in virtually unused
condition and with old silk line, 1950’s (see
illustration)
£250-350

203
A J.W. Young’s Sea Venture 31/2"
saltwater fly reel and spare spool, red
anodised finish, ventilated drum with
counter-balanced ebonite handle and two
screw drum latch, rear tension regulator,
unused condition, in original card box and
cloth bag
£130-180

204
A J.W. Young’s Jubilee 5675 41/4" wide
drummed salmon fly reel, blue anodised
finish, multi-perforated drum with counter-
balanced composition handle, pierced foot,
central rear tension adjuster, new/unused
condition in cloth bag and card box
£130-180

205
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite trout fly
box, tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted nickel
silver plates with 119 spring clips and
containing a selection of mainly trout wet fly
patterns, 1940’s
£120-160

206
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite trout
dry/mayfly box, tortoiseshell finish, interior
fitted chenille bars and containing an
extensive collection of dry/may fly patterns,
1940’s
£100-150

207
A scarce Hardy Marquis No.3 silent
check salmon fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, two screw drum latch, rear
tension adjuster, little used condition, in zip
case
£150-200

208
A good Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, three
screw drum latch, white agate line guide (no
cracks), rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish only, in
later Hardy leather zip case, 1930’s (see
illustration)
£200-250
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209
A good Hardy Birmingham 21/2" brass
trout fly reel, domed cow horn handle,block
foot, triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with central raised two
screw spindle boss and stamped enclosed oval
logo, light wear to bronze patina only, circa 1895
£150-200

210
A fine and rare Hardy Altex 2nd model
fixed spool reel, left hand wind folding
ebonite handle, down turned alloy gear
housing, full bail arm, ebonite spool with
central nickel silver four point tension
adjuster, rear spool housing stamped
Duplicated Mk.II details and makers name,
reel is in virtually unused condition, circa
1932 (see illustration)
£300-400

211
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 12'6", #7, crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, spiral lock fast joints, little used
condition, in bag
£180-240

212
A fine “Hardy No.3 A.H.E. Wood” 3
piece steel centred cane salmon fly rod,
12', sliding alloy reel fitting, spiral lockmaster
joints, 1951, fully restored to as new
condition, in bag
£160-220

213
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece acne
trout fly rod, 8'6", crimson/scarlet tipped
silk wraps with crimson inter-whippings, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, lock fast joint, 1930,
fully restored, in bag
£130-180

214
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 8', crimson/scarlet
tipped wraps, crimson inter-whippings, sliding
brass reel fitting, suction joints, 1940, fully
restored, in bag and alloy tube
£200-300

215
A Hardy Perfect 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light overall
wear to finish, circa 1930
£140-180

216
A Hardy Viscount 130 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch, rear
check adjuster, little used condition and a
Hardy Hotspur line drier (2)
£70-100

217
A Hardy Sunbeam 3" trout dry fly reel,
exposed drum with ebonite handle and
nickel silver horseshoe drum latch, brass
Bickerdyke line guide and stancheon foot,
fixed Mk.I check mechanism, rear plate
stamped make and model details, 1930’s
£90-130

218
A Hardy Perfect 33/4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
strapped tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, drum with nickel silver retaining
screw, light wear to lead finish, in original
card box, 1930’s
£180-240

219
A Hardy Longstone 41/2" sea centre pin
reel, shallow cored alloy drum with twin
ebonite handle, central recess and chromed
locking nut, Bickerdyke line guide, stancheon
foot and rear optional check lever, little used
condition, 1960’s
£80-120

220
A rare Hardy Tool Kit, alumin canister
with screw end cap and nickel silver milled
collar nut, holding six Taylor & Witness
Sheffield stainless steel tools, good overall
condition, 1940’s (see illustration)
£200-250
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221
A fine and rareWade, Sheffield anglers’
knife, cross hatched wooden side plates, one
inset silver rectangular name plate, fitted five
Sheffield steel tools, excellent overall
condition, 43/4" long, (see illustration)
£350-550

222
A fine and rare Morton, Sheffield
angler’s knife, cross hatched wooden side
plates, one inset oval silver name plate, fitted
eight various Sheffield steel tools, 31/4" long,
very good overall condition (see illustration)
£250-350

223
A very rare Illingworth 3" alloy anti-
reverse trout dry fly reel, ivorine handle,
central milled brass tension adjuster and
nickel silver drum retaining screw, anti-
reverse drum, nickel silver foot, click check
mechanism, rear plate stamped “Illingworth
Light Touch Reels” and “Patent 249956”, only
light wear to finish and a very rarely seen
model, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£400-600

224
A David Slater 5" walnut Nottingham
style centre pin reel, drum with twin
painted metal tapered handles and central
milled retaining nut, brass starback foot with
sliding optional check button and stamped
oval logo, circa 1905
£100-150

225
A rare first model Allcock Sea Aerial 4"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
ebonite drum with twin tapered xylonite
handle, early brass riveted foot (later model
had the stancheon foot), rear plate with
sliding optional brass check button and bar
spring check mechanism, 1930’s (see
illustration)
£250-450

226
A scarce C. Farlow & Co. 21/2" brass
and ebonite trout fly reel and block
leather case, domed cow horn handle on
brass winding plate with raised central iron
drum locking screw, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
script engraved makers details, overall very
good condition, circa 1890
£180-260

227
An extremely rare Chas. Farlow 27/8"
brass multiplying trout winch, turned
and tapered horn handle on curved crank
winding arm and mounted onto a raised off-
set gear housing with 2:5 retrieve and
watchmakers mechanism, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars and rear plate scroll
engraved makers details, light overall wear
and a previously unseen model, circa 1870
(see illustration)
£700-1000

228
A Hardy Palakona 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 6', #5, crimson/scarlet tipped silk
wraps and crimson inter-whippings, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joint, fully restored
to as new condition, in bag
£150-250

229
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 7', green silk inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, fully
restored, 1950, in bag and alloy tube
£180-260

230
A very rare Hardy Brass Faced Perfect
43/4" salmon fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, nickel silver line guide, brass foot, rim
strapped tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1906 calliper check
mechanism, slightly dished drum with four
rim cusps and central nickel silver retaining
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark and straight line logo, circa 1906 (see
illustration)
£1000-1500
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231
A scarce Hardy iron rod holder, fitted
adjustable rod arm with two “U” shaped
holders and mounted on heavy swivelling “G”
screw locking transom clamp, stamped
makers details, designed for harling on large
Scottish rivers, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£150-250

232
A good 19th Century leather fly
dresser’s hackle wallet, green stained
wallet with wrap-around strap and interior
fitted six double sided kid leather leaves each
with four hackle compartments, containing a
very good selection of various feathers, circa
1880 (see illustration)
£200-400

233
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo and drum with nickel silver
retaining screw, light wear from normal use
only, circa 1930
£250-450

234
A good Hardy Silex 41/4" alloy bait
casting reel, caged drum with twin dome3d
ivorine handles mounted on shaped alloy
cross-bar arm, spring release latch, cut away
rim section, brass foot, three various rim
mounted casting controls, rear plate stamped
make and model details, reel retains much of
the original finish, circa 1905
£150-250

235
A Hardy Altex No.3 Mk.III fixed spool
reel with left hand wind folding handle, finger
pick-up bail arm and additional (later) factory
fitted wire manual operated wire line guide
on brass mount, saddle foot, ebonite drum,
some chips/damage to spool rim and
housing, circa 1939 and a Hardy Altex No.,2
Mk.IIII fixed spool reel, folding ebonite
handle, full bail arm, war-time black painted
finish, in rexine case, circa 1945 (2)
£140-180

236
A very rare Ari’t Hart Model S3 limited
edition titanium salmon fly reel the 41/4"
diam. reel was produced for the famous
Dutch fly tyer Bas Verschoor and is
numbered “007”, with multi-perforated
drum, counter-balanced handle, annular wire
line guide, ventilated rear plate and central
knurled tension adjusting wheel, backplate
engraved previous owner’s name and limited
edition number, excellent overall condition
and a very rare example of Ari’t Hart’s
superb craftsmanship (see illustration)
£300-400

237
A rare Malloch Sun & Planet 23/4"
presentation trout fly reel, brass and
ebonite construction with domed ivorine
handle mounted on brass winding plate with
patent anti-reverse gearing system, plate
engraved presentation detail “Dundee
Angling Club, 4th Prize May 1907, W.
Ballingall”, German silver rims, brass bridge
foot, triple cage pillars, fixed click check
mechanism, rear ebonite plate with hairline
crack, faceplate stamped enclosed oval logo,
circa 1900 (see illustration)
£250-350

238
A fine and rare Hardy Birmingham
brass and ebonite 21/2" trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, German silver rims, bridge
foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand
trade mark and enclosed oval logo, reel is in
excellent overall condition and retains
virtually all the original bronze patina, circa
1895 (see illustration)
£250-350

239
A good Anderson, Dunkeld 41/2" Perth
style salmon fly reel, large domed cow
horn handle on raised brass winding plate,
bridge foot (neatly shortened at one end),
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped shield logo,
circa 1890
£250-350
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240
A fine and very rare Hardy 1896 Brass
Perfect 21/2" trout fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, block foot pierced seven holes, triple
cage pillars, strapped rim tension screw with
Turk’s head locking nut and early calliper
spring check mechanism, open ball race with
phosphor bronze bearings, drum with large
and small perforations and central nickel
silver retaining screw, faceplate stamped Rod
in Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and
straight line logos, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina and a very rarely seen
size, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£3000-5000

241
A fine and rare Hardy 21/2" brass crank
wind trout fly reel, domed cow horn
handle on waisted straight crank winding arm
with iron retaining screw, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped enclosed oval logo, reel retains
virtually all the original bronze patina, circa
1890 (see illustration)
£400-600

242
A scarce Chas Farlow 31/4" brass
folding handle salmon winch, turned
ivory handle on waited straight crank
winding arm, block foot stamped “2”, triple
cage pillars, rear raised check housing, fixed
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved makers
details, circa 1880
£200-300

243
A scarce Chas. Farlow brass trout
winch, turned ivory handle on curved crank
winding arm with dome iron retaining screw
and milled locking disc, cut away rim handle
recess, riveted block foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate scroll
engraved makers details, circa 1875
£180-260

244
A good Hardy 41/2" Hercules brass
salmon fly reel and block leather case,
domed ivorine handle on raised faceplate
with central two screw boss, pierced and
waisted bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
enclosed oval log, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina, in original block
leather case, circa 1895 (see illustration)
£400-600

245
A Hardy Silex Major 4" bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles and spring release latch, brass foot,
ivorine rim mounted casting trigger and rear
milled nickel silver tension regulator, in Hardy
metal edged card box, 1920’s
£140-180

246
A fine Ari’t Hart Stu Apte Tarpon
limited edition 112/250 salt-water fly
reel, gold anodised drum with ventilated
front flange, counter-balanced handle and
milled central locking nut, one piece black
anodised bar stock alloy cage with central
milled tension adjusting wheel and engraved
leaping tarpon and marlin motifs, new/unused
condition in original leather zip pouch (see
illustration)
£400-600

247
A fine Ari’t Hart Stu Apte Bonefish
limited edition 112/250 salt-water fly
reel, gold anodised drum with ventilated
front flange, counter-balanced handle and
milled central locking nut, one piece black
anodised bar stock alloy cage with central
milled tension adjusting wheel and engraved
leaping bonefish and permit motifs,
new/unused condition in original leather zip
pouch (see illustration)
£350-550
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248
A rare Malloch Sun and Planet brass
faced 3" trout fly reel, waisted ivorine
handle with patent anti-reverse gearing
mechanism, alloy drum and cage with waisted
brass foot and triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with raised central boss
and stamped enclosed oval logo, small chip to
handle base and light wear from normal use
only, a rarely seen model circa 1910 (see
illustration)
£200-300

249
A fine Hardy Birmingham 31/4" brass
and ebonite light salmon fly reel, domed
ivorine handle, German silver rims, bridge
foot, quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand
trade mark and enclosed oval logo, reel is in
excellent overall condition and retains much
of the original bronze patina, circa 1895 (see
illustration)
£350-550

250
A fine and rare early model Illingworth
No.1 threadline casting reel, twin ivorine
handle mounted onto a shaped alloy cross-
bar winding arm which operates an exposed
reciprocating cam, ebony bobbin spool with
twin nickel silver flyers, two screw block foot
one very small chip), this early example is
unmarked and retains much of the original
dark lead finish and is sold in the original
green rexine and red velvet lined case, ex-
Graham Turner collection, circa 1905 (see
illustration)
£1000-1500

251
A fine Coxon Aerial 4" centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
tapered horn handles, single fork release
latch, walnut backplate with brass starback
foot and rear sliding optional check button,
calliper spring check mechanism, circa 1900
(see illustration)
£500-700

252
A good 19th Century rectangular
leather tackle fly tyer’s compendium,
brass latch lock, interior fitted lift-out tool
panel and base compartments containing a
good selection of various tools including
hand held steel tying vice, hackle pliers,
tinsels, hooks et al, lid block stamped
previous owners initials, 91/2" x 5" x 21/2",
circa 1890 (see illustration)
£200-300

253
A scarce Hardy Silex Major 27/8" bat
casting reel, slotted drum with twin
ebonite handles, spring release latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot,
rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
rim regulator, light wear to finish only, 1920’s
£180-260

254
A rare Chippindale Improved
Multiplier threadline casting reel, third
model with alloy gear housing and foot with
off-set bone handle on tapered brass crank
handle, unidirectional rectangular swinging
line guide, nickel led brass spool and central
knurled brass tension adjusting wheel, rear
plate stamped patent details, Sports &
Pastimes Ltd. and No.580, very good overall
condition, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£450-650

255
A rare Hardy kidney shaped zinc bait
kettle, perforated hinged lid with brass
handle, canvas shoulder strap and interior
fitted further lidded compartment, applied
oval nickel silver trade plaque, rarely seen
item listed only in the Hardy Super Bottom
Fishing catalogues 1936-57, 11" wide (see
illustration)
£180-260
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256
A fine Peter Loam rectangular oak
salmon fly reservoir, hinged lid, ivorine
lock escutcheon and twin recessed brass
carrying handles, interior fitted six lift out
trays, each with cork fly bars and twin leather
tab handles, green baize lined base, lid
interior inset makers plaque 15" x 10" x 53/4"
(see illustration)
£350-550

257
A Hardy “Marvel” 3 piece cane trout
fly rod, 7'6", green/gold tipped silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1930, in
bag and alloy tube
£350-550

258
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8', tan silk inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1946, in
bag
£180-260

259
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 14', #10,
crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fitting, in bag
£80-120

260
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12'6", #8, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lock fast joints, 1964, light use only, in bag
£160-220

261
A good Hardy Hold-All salmon tackle
case, the rectangular leather case with brass
hasp lock, carry handles and twin locking
straps, burgundy baize lined interior with lift-
out tackle tray and compartmentalised base,
stamped makers name and lid stamped
previous owner initials, 161/2" x 11" x 81/2",
circa 1930 (see illustration)
£450-650

262
A rare Hardy Super Silex Multiplier
31/2" bait casting reel with black war-
time finish, reverse tapered ebonite handle
on off set circular drive plate, shallow cored
polished alloy drum with spring release latch
and jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass
foot, rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and
rear quadrant weight indicator with nickel
silver milled adjusting screw, interior
stamped “R.M.S.” (Robert Marshall Scott),
light wear to finish only, circa 1940 (see
illustration)
£600-900

263
A C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. pigskin salmon
fly wallet, wrap-around strap, interior fitted
end pouch pockets, felt dampe4rws and
parchment cast and fly leaves, containing a
good collection of sixty, mainly small, fully
dressed gut eyed salmon flies, flap interior gilt
stamped makers details, circa 1910
£150-250

264
A scarce Hardy pigskin wallet for large
salmon flies, interior fitted four 6" x 8"
parchment fly leaves with each leaf fitted only
six ribbon loop fly holders to take 8/0-12/0 flies,
stud fastening flap, previously unseen example,
gilt stamped makers details, circa 1930
£120-180

265
A very rare ABU Ambassadeur 6000
black finish bait casting reel, grooved
rims, grey spool, single counter-balanced
handle, rim mounted spool release button,
light wear only and in original brown leather
case with accessories (see illustration)
£600-900

266
A good Hardy Perfect 41/4" salmon fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel silver
rim tension screw and early Mk.II check
mechanism, ventilated drum with central
nickel silver retaining screw and faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light wear only,
circa 1920
£350-550
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267
A fine Hardy Super Silex 31/2" bait
casting reel, polished alloy drum with
shallow core, twin ebonite handles, spring
release latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and rear quadrant
weight indicator with nickel silver tension
screw, reel retains virtually all the original
lead finish and is sold with the original brown
card trade box, 1930’s
£250-350

268
A rare Hardy Silex No.2 Extra Wide
41/2" alloy bait casting reel, shallow cored
drum with twin ivorine handles and three
screw spring release latch, brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and strapped
nickel silver tension screw, light signs of use
only, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£200-300

269
A rare Edward Vom Hofe Matecombe
No.3 bonefish reel, ebonite and nickel silver
construction with 3:1 ratio gearing, off-set
serpentine crank handle, two rim mounted
casting control levers, auxiliary brake pad,
pierced foot, stamped model details, very
good overall condition and in original block
leather case, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£300-500

270
A fine and rare Otto Zwarg Laurentian
2/0 multiplying salmon fly reel, ebonite
and nickel silver construction with counter-
balanced “S” scroll handle set with an anti-
foul rim, pierced foot, stamped model details,
triple cage pillars (two double roller), rear
plate with milled sliding optional check
button and central seven point tension
adjuster, hinged spindle port cover with St.
Petersburg Fla. address, excellent overall
condition, circa 1950 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

270a
An Edward Vom Hofe Regal No.1
multiplying saltwater reel, 3:1 ratio
gearing, ebonite band nickel silver
construction, off-set counter-balanced “S”
scroll handle, pierced foot stamped model
details, rim mount optional check lever, very
good overall condition, circa 1930
£150-250

271
A fine Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", #5, crimson/black tipped
silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joint, 1968, as new condition with plastic
wrapper still on handle, in bag
£180-260

272
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 11'. #7, gold/crimson
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, lockfast joints, 1971, as new condition,
in bag
£200-300

272a
A good Hardy “Halford Knockabout” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 9'6", #7,
green/black tipped silk wraps, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, lockfast joint, 1969, little used
condition, in bag
£150-250

273
A good Hardy “J.J.H.Triumph” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8'9", #6, crimson silk
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1964, light use only, in bag
£160-220

273a
A fine Hardy“Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon rod, 12'6", crimson silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitment,
lockfast joints,1959, little used condition, in bag
£180-240
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274
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, nickel silver revolving line
guide, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
ventilated drum with central retaining screw
and faceplate stamped central circular logo,
light wear from normal use only, circa 1930
£250-450

275
A good Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1
41/2" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
ebonite drum with twin xylonite handles, B.P.
line guide, brass stancheon foot, rear sliding
optional check button with calliper spring
mechanism, front drum flange stamped
“patent” and backplate with circular trade
mark, very good overall condition, circa 1915
(see illustration)
£600-900

276
A scarce Chas Farlow brass 41/2"
salmon fly reel, bullet shaped cow horn
handle on straight crank wind arm mounted
onto a central raised drive plate and set
within an anti-foul rim, block foot stamped
“3”, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, rear plate scroll engraved makers
details, a rarely seen model, circa 1875 (see
illustration)
£280-360

276a
An Allcock Aerial 31/2" centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding optional check button and bar spring
check mechanism, rear plate stamped
circular logo, only very light wear, circa 1930
(see illustration)
£350-550

277
A large whalebone framed salmon
landing net, racquet shaped head with
folding brass knuckle joints, original cable laid
net, bamboo handle with brass cap and collar,
circa 1890
£120-180

277a
A similar smaller trout sized
whalebone landing net, bamboo handle
with brass mounts, circa 1890
£100-150

278
A large iron big game/tunny gaff, head
with flared collar and securing ring, fruitwood
handle and a Hardy big game rod handle,
greenheart butt section, brass screw grip
fitting and large rosewood ferrule stopper (2)
£50-80

278a
A 19th Century folding landing net, ash
“V” shaped arms, brass knuckle joint, oak
handle with brass 12" measure to one side
and a Hardy bamboo wading staff /gaff
handle, spring belt clip, brass fitting, base with
fifty niches representing the number of
salmon gaffed with this item by the previous
owner (2)
£80-120

279
A pair of antler rod holders, each with
five antler points mounted onto shaped oak
back panels, 30" long
£90-130

280
Three various tan leather circular reel
cases, each with hinged lid, ideal for centre
pin/multiplier reels, two 5" and one 33/4"
diameter (3)
£70-100

280a
A large Salter brass salmon spring
balance, 0-60lbs., iron hook and hanging
ring, stamped makers details, 16" overall
£40-70

281
A fine weave English wicker minnow
trap, conical form with flared base, 16" long,
1920’s
£70-100
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281a
A woven willow Norfolk eel trap of
unusual dog-leg form with amphora shaped fish
compartment and twin carrying handles, 23"
£50-80

282
A good Norfolk split reed eel trap of
tapered conical form, flared base and side
mounted fish hole, 56" long
£70-100

283
A very rare Hardy Perfect 4" Silent
Check alloy salmon fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving nickel
silver line guide, rim tension screw and
patent silent pressure brake, ventilated drum
with central nickel silver retaining screw,
faceplate stamped circular logo, light wear
from normal use only, circa 1930
£600-900

283a
A scarce C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. Patent
Sun 5" Nottingham centre pin reel,
walnut drum with tapered cow horn handles
and central milled tension wheel, twin brass
Bickerdyke line guides, starback foot stamped
make and model details, very good overall
condition, circa 1925
£150-250

284
A fine and rare 19th Century wide
drummed clamp winch, turned brass
handle on short “S” scroll crank winding arm
with split pin spindle lock, fixed check
mechanism, triple cage pillars, block foot with
perforated clamp fitting, leather liner and
thumb locking screw, 27/8" x 31/2", reel is in
exceptional condition, circa 1840 (see
illustration)
£400-600

284a
A 19th Century brass spike fitting
winch, turned bulbous cow horn handle on
curved crank winding arm, triple carriage
clock drum pillars and block foot with square
tapered spike fitting with butterfly locking
nut, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£250-350

285
A Bernard & Son Nottingham style
51/2" ebonite sea centre pin reel, caged
drum with alloy backplate, twin ivorine
handles and central domed brass locking
screw, brass Bickerdyke line guide, rear
ebonite plate with four circular ports,
starback foot fitted sliding optional check
adjuster and thumb tension screw, foot
stancheon stamped makers details, backplate
slightly warped, rarely seen model, circa 1905
(see illustration)
£200-300

285a
A Hardy Super Silex 31/2" bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, brass foot (filed), rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger, rim tension
screw, rear ivorine quadrant weight indicator
and 1928 pressure brake lever, wear to finish
from normal use, circa 1928
£180-260

286
A Hardy Eureka 31/2" alloy trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with multi-
perforated front plate, twin ebonite handles
and nickel silver telephone drum latch, ribbed
brass foot, rim mounted nickel silver optional
check lever, backplate stamped make and
model details, light wear to finish only, 1930’s
(see illustration)
£180-260
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286a
A C. Farlow & Co. Nottingham 3"
centre pin reel, walnut drum with twin
deer horn handles and brass four screw
spring latch, Bickerdyke line guide, starback
foot with sliding optional check button, latch
plate script engraved makers details and an
alloy backed 3" Nottingham centre pin reel,
ventilated rear plate, horn handles,
Bickerdyke line guide (2)
£150-250

287
A Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane salmon fly
rod, 11', crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy
screw grip reel fitting, lockfast joint, 1959,
little used condition, in bag
£150-250

288
A Hardy “Wye Spinning” 2 piece cane
salmon spinning rod, 9'6", crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fittings,
lockfast joint, agate lined rings, 1938, in bag
£120-180

289
A superb Hardy Brass Faced Perfect
41/2" salmon fly reel and block leather
case, solid drum model (no perforations)
with domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1905 calliper spring check
mechanism, slightly dished drum with four
rim cusps and central nickel silver screw,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark
and straight line logo, both reel and case are
in exceptional overall condition and case still
with split screw spanner in lid holder, circa
1905 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

290
A scarce 19th Century steamed wood
demi-lune creel, hinged lid with brass push
button spring latch, brass strap loops, cram
painted interior, creel front with (later)
applied panel inscribed “Letters”, very good
overall condition, 14" wide, circa 1890
(see illustration)
£180-260

291
A good Hardy Birmingham 23/4" brass
and ebonite trout fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, German silver rims, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina and is in overall very
good condition, circa 1895 (see illustration)
£200-300

292
A scare Hardy No.4 Trade Fly Reel
31/2" wide drummed salmon fly reel in
“spitfire” finish alloy, drum with single
row of perforations, ebonite handle and
nickel silver telephone drum latch, ribbed
brass foot, rim mounted tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, interior stamped
“J.S.” (Jimmy Smith), rear plate with make and
model details and unusually stamped with the
incorrect size (33/4") overall very good
condition, circa 1940 (see illustration)
£250-450

293
A fine Hardy Silex 41/2" Wide
Drummed alloy bait casting reel, caged
drumn with twin ivorine handles mounted on
shaped alloy cross-bar and spring release
latch, cut away rim section, brass foot, three
rim mo8nted casting controls, reel retains
virtually all the original lead finish, circa 1903
£200-300

294
A Hardy Uniqua 41/2" salmon fly reel,
large dome ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel
silver oval drum, latch stamped “Oil”, fixed
1906 calliper check mechanism, faceplate
stamped straight line logo and model details,
reel retains much of the original lead finish,
circa 1908
£150-250
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294a
A Hardy Decantelle 4" bait casting
reel, ventilated polished alloy drum with
twin ebonite handles and central domed
brass retaining screw, brass foot, rim
mounted ebonite casting trigger and nickel
silver milled tension screw, backplate
stamped make and model details, reel is in
overall excellent condition and retains much
of the original finish, circa 1935
£200-300

295
A fine and rare Hardy Field 31/8" trout
fly reel, lipped front flange with ivorine
handle and central raised two screw spindle
boss, brass drum, bridge foot, annular line
guide, fixed check mechanism, rear plate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, faceplate stamped model
details, reel retains much of the original dark
lead finish, circa 1898, with (later) Hardy
block leather case (see illustration)
£500-800

296
A Hardy H.J.S bait casting reel, black
anodised finish, 4:1 ratio gearing, reverse
tapered ebonite handle on off-set curved
crank winding arm mounted above a four
point capstan drag adjuster, rim mounted
spool release lever and milled tension screw,
ribbed alloy foot, chromed spindle caps both
stamped “Oil”, rear plate stamped make and
model details, anodised finish worn, 1940’s
£200-300

297
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 23/4" bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine bar casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
knurled tension screw, light wear to finish
only, circa 1928 (see illustration)
£600-900

298
A rare Hardy Combined Fly and
Spinning 41/2" alloy salmon reel, lipped
faceplate with twin ivorine handles and
central raised spindle boss with steel
retaining screw, pierced and waisted brass
bridge foot, quadruple caged pillars, rear
plate with sliding brass optional check button
and stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
enclosed oval and straight line logos, , light
wear from normal use, circa 1895 (see
illustration)
£500-800

299
A Hardy Silex No.2 31/4" narrow
drummed alloy bait casting reel,
ventilated drum with slotted core, twin
ivorine handles and three screw release
latch, brass foot, rim mounted Indian rubber
casting trigger and strapped nickel silver
tension screw, rear plate stamped make,
model and patent details and incised with
two concentric bands, circa 1912
£150-250

300
A very rare Hardy 1896 Brass
Houghton Dry Fly Perfect wide
drummed trout fly reel, solid drum (no
perforations), domed ivorine handle, block
foot pierced with seven holes , rim strapped
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, open ball race with phosphor
bronze bearings, nickel silver drum retaining
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark, enclosed oval and straight line logos,
light overall wear to original bronze patina, a
very rarely seen model, circa 1896 (see
illustration)
£2500-4500

Cased Fish,Trophies and Art

301
A scarce Beswick Perch, polychrome
decorated and modelled on riverbed base,
41/2" high, base stamped model details and
“1875” (see illustration)
£150-250
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302
A rare A, Roland Knight decorated
terra cotta wall plate, the 6" diameter
dish painted with a central hooked brown
trout amongst reeds, signed to bottom right
corner and verso pencil detail “Spinning for
Thames Trout, “An Anxious Moment”, A.
Roland Knight 1887”
£200-300

303
A very rare casedTiger Fish, mounted in
a naturalistic setting in a gilt lined bow front
case with card to interior “Tiger Fish,
Hydrocyon Lineatus (Characinidae). Caught
at Zunguru, River Kaduna, Northern Nigeria.
Weight 11lbs. Lent by C.H. Firmin, 2nd April
1911”, width 411/2" (see illustration)
£500-800

304
A. Roland Knight : Pike, Perch and
Roach, oil on canvas, signed, framed, 16" x
12" (see illustration)
£700-1000

305
A scarce Eel, mounted in a naturalistic
setting in a gilt lined flat front case with white
on black plaque to case interior “Eel 6lbs
3ozs 4drms. Caught by H. Riley on 23rd July
1955 at Stamford Pit”, width 541/2" wide
£400-600

306
A good Barry Williams cased Pike,
mounted with jack pike prey in mouth in a
naturalistic setting within a gilt lined bow
front case with gilt inscription “Pike 33lbs.
2ozs.Taken from a Staffordshire Trout Water,
4th November 1999., Length 45inches -
Girth 26inches” and with Barry Williams
paper label to interior, 521/2" wide (see
illustration)
£600-800

307
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Bream, by
Griggs, mounted in a naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined bow front case with gilt
inscription “Bream 3lbs. 9ozs. Caught by A.W.
Kemp at Burnt Mill 27th Aug. 1945” and with
paper trade label to top left corner, 24" wide
(see illustration)
£700-1000

308
A scarce W.F. Homer Brown Trout,
mounted in a reed painted naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined bow front case with gilt
inscription “Trout. Caught at “Sutton
Courtney” by F.E. Dunster. 30th May 1938.
Wgt. 6lb. 8ozs.” and with Homers ivorine
trade label to top right hand corner, 293/4"
wide (see illustration)
£700-1000

309
A rare A.W. Gamage Ltd. Ferox Trout,
mounted in a naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined bow front case with gilt inscription
“Salmo Ferox. Caught on Loch Ness 14th
Aug. 1914 by W. Fletcher Steill.Wht. 41/2lbs.”
and with A.W. Gamage Ltd. Trade plaque to
top left corner, 28" wide (see illustration)
£500-800

310
A rare Fochaber’s studio carved
wooden Sea Trout, the carved half block
model naturalistically painted and with relief
fins, mounted onto pine backboard within
carved frame and painted with the fly that
caught the fish and details “J.G Hoddler, Aug
30th 1908, River Eden Upper Waters,
Appleby.” and “Weight 83/4lbs. Length 23ins.
Girth 13ins.”, H. Murray & Son paper trade
label to reverse, 363/4" x 173/4" (see
illustration)
£2000-3000
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311
A scarce P.D Malloch Trout, mounted on
painted backboard in glazed picture frame
case with painted legend details “Tweed
Trout. 3lbs. 13ozs. Caught by Ian Riddle with
fly in RaeWeel Pool. 28th July 1952.” and with
gold on black Malloch trade label to top left
corner, width 233/4" wide
£250-450

312
A very rare W.F. Homer Crucian Carp,
mounted in a typical reed painted naturalistic
setting within a gilt lined bow front case with
gilt inscription “Crucian Carp” and with W.F.
Homer paper trade label to case interior,
width 133/4" (see illustration)
£1000-1500

313
A pair of Roach by J. Cooper & Sons,
mounted in a naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined bow front case and with J. Cooper &
Sons paper trade label to top left hand
corner, width 291/4" (see illustration)
£450 - 650

314
A scarce Wm. Gibson Pike, mounted in a
naturalistic setting within a bow fronted case
with Wm. Gibson paper trade label to top
left hand corner, width 341/2"
£350 - 550

315
A rare Hardy Cock Salmon Head,
mounted on oak shield and with ivorine
plaque “Salmon. Caught by J.T. Taylor in the
Avon. 7th May 1922.Weight 32lbs.” and with
Hardy Bros. ivorine trade plaque to reverse
(see illustration)
£300 - 500

316
A Royal Doulton Izaac Waltonware
water pitcher, polychrome decorated with
17th Century gentleman anglers within a
tree and verse border, hairline crack, 121/2"
high
£50-80

316a
Three 19th Century Staffordshire pot
lids polychrome transfer decorated with
angling related scenes and a Players Country
Life ceramic ashtray with central panel of a
gentleman angling (4)
£120-160

317
The Enthusiast, 19th Century
monochrome print, mounted in walnut
veneered and gilt slipped frame, image 131/2"
x 183/4"
£50-80

317a
Two framed black and white
photographs; three anglers seated with
with four salmon, wicker creel and rod and
tow ghillies holding two large salmon, dated
May 1916, both framed and glazed (2)
£90-130

318
A Field Magazine angling cartoon, the
coloured print depicting anglers rushing to
the waterside and entitled “Approach your
favourite pool stealthily for the first rule of
the gentle art is to keep well out of sight”,
framed and glazed, image 101/2" x 163/4"
£60-90

319
An unusual mounted cast Pike head
“The Bluebell Pike”, in the style of
Cooper, the giant pikes head mounted in a
naturalistic setting chasing two Perch, in a gilt
lined bow front case with cream on black
plaque to case interior “The Bluebell Pike.
August 1993 Derek McDonald 31lbs., March
1994 Andy Hoddle 34lbs., October 1994
Nobby Thurgood 38lbs. 8ozs.,October 1994
Dave Scudder 35lbs. 8ozs., March 1995 Colin
Bailey 41lbs. 12ozs., November 1995 Brian
Ingram 37lbs., February 1996 Nige Williams
40lbs. 12ozs.”, width 311/4"
£300-500
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320
A fine and rare J. Cooper & Sons case
of three Perch, by Griggs, mounted in a
naturalistic setting in a gilt lined bow front
case with gold on black plaque to case
interior “Avon Perch. Caught by Joe Lane,
Royalty Fishery, Christchurch, 12th October
1949. Weights 3lbs, 2lbs 11oz & 2lb 8oz.
Dalston Angling Club” and with J. Cooper &
Sons paper trade label to roof of case
interior, width 33" (see illustration)
£1200-1500

321
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Pike, mounted in
a naturalistic setting within a gilt lined flat
front case with card to interior “Pike. Caught
on Feb. 7th 1910 in the River Teme,
Cotheridge by R.E. McPherson. Taken on a
Gudgeon live bait. Weight 7lbs. 3ozs.” and
with J. Cooper & Sons paper trade label to
top right hand corner, width 371/4"
£600-800

322
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Brown Trout,
mounted in a naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined bow front case with gilt inscription
“Trout 91/2lbs. Caught by Dr. R. Childs in
Loch Rannoch 13th July 1937” and with J.
Cooper & Sons paper trade label to case
interior, width 351/4" (see illustration)
£1300-1800

323
A fine and rare J. Cooper & Sons
Grayling, mounted in a naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined bow front case with gilt
inscription “Grayling 2lbs. 4ozs. Caught at
Downton by P.B. Kittel 20th Nov. 1937 and
with J. Cooper & Sons paper trade label to
top left corner, width, 22" (see illustration)
£1200-1600

324
A. Roland Knight : A full bag, oil on
canvas, signed, 21" x 14" (see illustration)
£1000 - 1500

325
A. Roland Knight :A hooked Salmon on
fly, oil on canvas, signed, framed, 22" x 14"
(see illustration)
£1300 - 1800

326
A Brown Trout, mounted in a naturalistic
setting in a gilt lined bow front case with gilt
inscription “Upper Test Brown Trout. Hen
Fish 5lbs 8ozs., Caught on pheasant tail
nymph above Top Island, Watch Cottage,
Chilbolton by John Hull Grundy, 9th June
1972 (fought for thirty minutes in deep fast
water)” and with applied paper to back of
case “Mounted by E Hare”, width 26"
£300-500

327
A rare Ballan Wrasse, mounted in the
style of Cooper in a naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined bow front case with ivorine
Plaque mounted to interior “Ballan Wrasse,
Caught by D.Wild at Dover,April 28th 1930”,
width 201/2" (see illustration)
£300 - 500

328
A good J. Cooper & Sons Tench,
mounted in a naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined bow front case with gilt inscription
“Tench. Caught by J.R. Barker at Aldenham
Reservoir, July 17th 1913. Wgt. 3lbs. 12ozs.”
and with J. Cooper & Sons paper trade label
to interior, width 23"
£300 - 500

329
A J. Cooper & Sons Perch, mounted in a
naturalistic setting within a gilt lined bow
front case with J. Cooper & Sons paper trade
label to top right hand corner, width 17"
£350 - 550
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330
A framed Orvis Authorised Dealers
advertising print, depicting a leaping
brown trout, framed and glazed, sixteen John
Scott coloured prints, produced for Garcia,
seven anglers maps of the Spey, Oykel, Eden,
Test etc., new in tubes (one framed), two
Garcia catalogues and a binder of Fly Fishing
and Fly Tying magazines (Q)
£80-120

331
A fine Edinburgh crystal glass pint
tankard engraved by Harold Gordon of
Huntley with a Durham Ranger salmon fly
and cast, Huntley was awarded the Design
Centre Engraver of the Year Award for 1958,
1961 and 1962
£50-80

332
A. Roland Knight : Brown Trout coming
to the net, oil on canvas, signed, framed, 18"
x 12" (see illustration)
£800 - 1200

333
A scarce W.F. Homer Tench, mounted in
a naturalistic setting in a gilt lined wrap-
around case with gilt inscription “Tench 4lbs.
Caught in the “Essex Stour” by A. Pummell.
14 Sept. 1919” and with W.F. Homer paper
trade label to interior, width 273/4" (see
illustration)
£900-1200

334
A fine W.F. Homer Roach, mounted in a
typical reed painted naturalistic setting within
a gilt lined bow front case with gilt
inscription “Roach 1lb. 13ozs. Caught by R.A.
Boardman in Barton Broad, “12” Sep’ 1929”
and with W.F. Homer paper trade label to
case interior, width 203/4" (see illustration)
£600-900

335
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Pike, by Griggs,
mounted in a naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined bow front case with gilt inscription
“Pike 11lbs. 12ozs. Caught by A.W. Kemp,
Walthamstow Resvr. 1st. Nov. 1946” and
with J. Cooper & Sons paper trade label to
top right hand corner, width 391/4" (see
illustration)
£800-1000

336
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Tench, mounted
in a naturalistic setting within a gilt lined bow
front case with gold on black plaque to
interior “Tench 4lbs. Caught by C.L.
Dennison at New Pond Sept. 1957” and with
J. Cooper & Sons paper trade label to roof of
case interior, width 221/4" (see illustration)
£700-1000

337
A rare J. Cooper & Sons case of three
Dace, mounted in a naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined bow front case with details
to paper label in interior “Dace. Caught on
Sept. 18th 1900 in the River Avon,
Christchurch by E.H.L. Cromwell, member of
the Hounsfield Otters Angling Society.
Weights 13ozs, 13ozs & 12ozs.” and with J.
Cooper & Sons label to case interior, width
271/2" (see illustration)
£1200-1600

338
AVictorian silver plated angling trophy
of classical twin handled urn form, engraved
with details for the Holbeck Angling Society
and dated 13th July 1891, 15" high overall
£80-120

Books & Catalogues

339
Hemmingway E.: Old Man and the Sea,
1952 1st ed., N.Y,, 140pp, pict. h.b., d.w.
£50-80
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340
Watkins-Pitchford D.J. (B.B.): A Carp
Water (Wood Pool), 1958 1st ed., Putnam
London, frontis, map and text illust. by the
author, in original d.w.
£250-350

341
Traherne M.: Be Quiet and Go A-
Angling, 1949 1st ed., Lutterworth Press,
London, illust. with plts. and text illust. by D.J.
Watkins-Pitchford, blue clo. with silver heron
emblem, later d.w.
£200-300

342
Boote P. &Wade J.: Somewhere Down
the Crazy River, 1992 1st ed., col. photo
plts. and b/w illust. throughout text, black clo.,
d.w.
£50-80

342a
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 47 ed., 1925,
pict. covers and two further Hardy Angler’s
Guide; 48th ed., 1926 and 50th ed., 1928,
covers creased and some tears (3)
£100-150

343
The Fishing Gazette; vol. XXVII, July-
Dec. 1893, in original binder with marble
boards
£130-180

344
The Fishing Gazette: vol. XCII Jan.-June
1926, in original clo. bdg. and two further
vols., of The Fishing Gazette for 1928, soft
bindings (3)
£150-250

345
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 54th ed. 1934,
very clean copy, another 50th ed. 1928 and
three further Hardy Angler’s Guides (5)
£120-180

346
A scarce Hardy Angler’s Guide, factory
working copy for the 46th ed, 1924, inter-
leaved with lined note pages, blue clo. bdg.
with gilt title and another factory copy for
1951, also blue clo. bdg. with gilt title (2)
£150-250

347
Hardy J.L.: The House The Hardy
Brothers Built, ltd. ed. copy 102/125, signed
by the author and with inset medallion to
inside front cover, b/w photo plts. and text
illust., burgundy cf. bdg., g.e., in slip case
£150-250

347a
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers, The
Masters, The Men and their Reels, ltd.
ed. 101/125, signed by the author, facs. shares
certificate pasted into front leaf, colour, b/w
illus. throughout text, full tan cf. bdg., in slip
case
£350-450

348
Hardy Angler’s Guides, facsimile set of
five catalogues; 1883,1888, 1894, 1900 and
1905, in brown clo. slip case and Hardy J.J.:
Salmon Fishing, 1995 Flyfisher’s Classic Lib.,
brown rexine, gilt dec., slip case
£120-160

349
Turner G.: Fishing Tackle:The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide, 2009 ltd. ed. 35/50,
black cf. bdg. with gilt ribbed spine, g.e., insert
certificate, gilt dec. slip case
£300-400

349a
Mosely M.E.: The Dry Fly Fisherman’s
Entomology, 1921, 16 hand col. plts., b/w
text illust., green rexine wallet bdg. and a
rectangular pine drop front fly/specimen
cabinet with twelve trays
£70-100
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350
Five Fishing and Game record books
from Gelligemlyn House (River Wye)
comprising; game book for 1879-1904 with
some later catch/shooting additions for
1912-14, some loose inserts; 1896-1905
Game Diary; Fishing Log for 1897-1923 with
extensive entries; Fishing Log 1923-1948,
loose inserts and a smaller Fishing Diary for
1949-1951 (5)
£450-650

351
A Cummins tackle catalogue, circa 1924,
b/w illust. col. plts of flies and lures, a Westley
Richard catalogue, circa 1925 and five various
other catalogues (7)
£60-90

352
A scarce Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1934
French edition, pict. cover, clean copy
£90-130

352a
Holden Illingworth A.: Reminiscences,
1932, privately pub., b/w photo. plts., brown
clo. and March J.: The Jolly Angler, 2nd ed.,
1836, eighty wood eng. (2)
£70-100

353
Calabi S.: The Collector’s Guide to
Antique Fishing tackle, 1898, h.b. col. and
b/w illust. d.w. and three further tackle
collecting vols. by Waller, Stephenson and
British Engineerium (4)
£40-70

354
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 54th ed., 1934,
pict. cover, three further Hardy Angler’s
guides, 1937, 1955, 1958 and a Hardy Book of
Flies (5)
£70-100

354a
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 39th ed., 1912,
pict. soft covers, some light creasing
otherwise good copy
£200-300

355
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers, The
Masters, The Men and their Reels, ltd.
ed. 71/125, signed by the author, facs. shares
certificate pasted into front leaf, colour, b/w
illus. throughout text, full tan cf. bdg., in slip
case
£350-450

355a
Hardy Angler’s Guides, facsimile set of
five catalogues; 1883,1888, 1894, 1900 and
1905, in brown clo. slip case
£80-120

356
Grimble Augustus: The Salmon Rivers
of Scotland, vols I, II and IV, 1899 lg. paper
edition, map to each vol., b/w photo and text
illust., 4to, hf. vellum bdg, vol. IV with cloth d.j.
(3)
£200-300

357
Salter F.:TheAngler’s Guide or Complete
London Angler…, 1st ed. 1814 London,
privately published for the author by T.Tegg,
2 plates, text illust. hf. green cf., gilt ribbed
spine, 2 book plates
£350-550

357a
Salter T.F.: The Angler’s Guide being a
New, Plain and Complete Practical
Treatise on the Art of Angling, 6th ed.
1825, eng. plts and text illust. , eng. frontis,
orig. boards, spine repaired
£120-160

358
Cholmodeley-Pennell H. (ed): The
Fisherman’s Magazine and Review,
1864-1865, 2 vols., eng. plts. b/w text illust., hf.
cf. bdg., ribbed spines
£140-180

358a
Bates J.D.: Atlantic Salmon Flies &
Fishing, 1970 1st ed., authors dedication to
his fishing companion Johann Sigurdsson,
photo. plts , b/w text. illust., d.w.
£100-150
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359
Williamson John:The British Angler: or
a Pocket Companion for Gentlemen-
Fishers, 1740 1st ed., London, eng. frontis,
two folding copper plate illust., tooled brown
cf. bdg with gilt dec., g.e.
£200-300

359a
Bowlker C.: The Art of Angling, 1854
Ludlow New ed. revised, hand col. frontis of
flies, original dec. green clo. bdg.
£70-100

360
Ronalds A.: The Fly-Fisher’s
Entomology, 1836 1st ed., London, 19 hand
col. copper plates of flies, orig. brown clo.
bdg. with gilt title
£350-550

361
Skues G.E.M.: Side Lines, Side Lights &
Reflections, 1932, London, 8 illust., orig. clo.
bdg. and two further vols. by the same
author;The Way of a Trout With a Fly, 1928
2nd ed., d.w. and Nymph Fishing for Chalk
Stream Trout,1939 (3)
£120-180

361a
Taverner E.: Trout Fishing from all
Angles, Lonsdale Lib.1933, brown clo., three
further Lonsdale Lib. vols. with d.w.’s and a
collection of other angling related vols. (Q)
£70-100

362
The Fishing Gazette: bound vol. 1908 July-
Dec., three further bound vols. 1922, July-
Dec., 1923 Jan-June and 1925 July-Dec., and
three further vols,; one bound with mixed
dates 1923, 1926, 1928 and two with bindings
distressed 1903 Jan-Dec. and 1904 Jan-Dec
(7)
£200-300

363
Kelson Geo.:The Salmon Fly, 1895,London,
8 col. plts. of flies, dec. clo. bdg and Kelson Geo.:
Tips, 1901, 25 illust., gilt dec. clo. bdg. (2)
£300-400

364
Berners Dame Juliana: A Treatyse of
Fysshynge Wyth an Angle, 1880 Elliott
Stock facs. ed., London, hf. cf. bdg., marbled
boards
£80-120

365
West Leonard: The Natural Trout Fly
and Its Imitation, 1st ed. 1912, 13 col. plts.,
re-bound in green hf. morr. with gilt ribbed
spine
£100-150

365a
South T.: The Fly Fisher’s Text Book,
1845, London, eng. title pg. and 11 full page
eng. plts., green hf. cf. bdg. gilt dec. ribbed
spine, gilt top
£80-120

366
Veniard J. & Downs D.: Fly-Dressing
Materials, 1977 limited ed. 79/100, signed by
the authors, photo. plts. and b/w text illust.,
gilt dec. clo. bdg., in slip case
£80-120

367
Salter T.F.: The Angler’s Guide being a
New, Plain and Complete Practical
Treatise on the Art of Angling, 6th ed.
1825, eng. plts and text illust. , eng. frontis, hf.
cf. bdg., marbled boards
£100-150

368
Otter: (Alfred H.J.): Otter’s Modern
Angler, c.1878, full pg. plts. and b/w text
illust. pict. boards and another edition, 1898,
gilt dec. green clo. bdg. (2)
£90-130

369
The Angler’s Note-Book and
Naturalist’s Record, Green Series
Complete, 1880, London, 6 woodcuts,
green clo. bdg. and another copy of theYellow
Series Complete, 1888, illust., green clo. bdg.
ex-libris Joseph Crawhall bookplates (2)
£120-180
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370
Howlett R.:The Angler’s Sure Guide or
Angling Improved, 1706 London, eng.
frontis, full pg. eng. plt. of fish, 296pp, re-bound
in brown hf. cf. bdg. with marbled boards
£200-300

371
The Coquet-dale Fishing Songs by a
North Country Angler, 1852, Edin. and
London, green clo. bdg. and Songs of the
Edinburgh Angling Club, 1900, steel
engravings, gilt dec. green clo. bdg. (2)
£90-130

372
Cholmondeley-Pennell H.: Fishing
(Salmon and Trout), 1895, Badminton Lib.
full pg. illust. and b/w text illust., dec. clo. bdg.
and two further Badminton Lib. vols.: Pike
and Coarse Fish and Sea Fishing (3)
£80-100

373
Anon: Maxims and Hints for an Angler
and Miseries of Fishing, 1833, illust. by
Drawings on Stone, foxed, re-bound in red cf.
and Shrubsole E.S.: The Fisherman’s
Handbook, 1904 1st ed., b/w plts. and text
illust, re-bound in hf. morr., marbled boards
(2)
£80-120

374
Falkus H.: The Sea-Trout, 1987 limited
ed., signed by the author, eng. vignettes, d.w.
and Mottram J.C.: Sea-Trout and other
Fishing Studies, 1st ed. 1922, green clo. bdg.
(2)
£100-150

375
Skues G.E.M.: Side Lines, Side Lights &
Reflections, 1932, London, 8 illust., orig. clo.
bdg. and Skues G.E.M.: Minor Tactics of the
Chalk Streams, 1914 2nd ed., col. frontis of
flies, green clo. bdg. (2)
£100-150

376
Skues G.E.M.: Nymph Fishing for Chalk
Stream Trout, 1st ed. 1939, col. frontis of
flies, brown clo. bdg. and three further vols by
the same author;The Way of a Trout with a
Fly, 2nd ed. 1928, d.w.; Itchen Memories, 1st
ed. 1951 and Silk, Fur & Feather, 1st ed. 1950
(4)
£100-150

377
Rogers P. & Burke S.: The Book of the
Perch, 1990, signed by the authors, col. and
b/w illust. throughout text, d.w. and four
Angling Times vols., 1955, 1962, 1963 and
1965 with illust. and contributions from
Bernard Venables, Richard Walker, Fred J.
Taylor et al (5)
£70-100

378
Brooks R.: The Art of Angling in Two
Parts, 1801, eng. fish illust., re-bound in hf. cf.
bdg. marbled boards
£80-120

378a
Two Ceramic Tiles designed by
Terrence Doolan to commemorate the
11th and 12th fishery management course at
Two Lakes, Hants with two printed
programmes for the events (4)
£40-60

379
Silver Doctor (Lewis Smith): Angling
from Many Angles, n.d., privately
published, b/w phot plts. red clo. bdg; Crow
S.H.: Hampshire Avon Salmon, 1966 1st ed.,
d.w. with two signed postcards from the
author and Vesey-Fitzgerald B.: The
Hampshire Avon, 1950 1st ed., d.w. (3)
£80-120

380
Hofland T.C.: The British Angler’s
Manual, 1839, eng. plts. and b/w text illust.,
green clo. bdg.; Braithwaite G.: Fine Feathers
and Fish, 1971, privately printed, signed by the
author and Balfour-Kinnear G.P.R.: Catching
Salmon and Sea-Trout, 1950 1st ed. (3)
£70-100
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381
Hanna J.: Fly-Fishing in Ireland, 1st ed.
1933, b/w photo plts, green clo. and three
further vols; Jock Scott: Game Fish Records,
1936; Stuart H.: The Book of the Sea-Trout,
1916 and Hill R.:Wings and Hackle, 1912 (4)
£70-100

382
Bailey Wm.: The Angler’s Instructor, a
Treatise on the Best Modes of Angling
in English Rivers, Lakes and ponds, 1857
1st ed., London, gilt dec. green clo. bdg. and
Cutliffe H.C.: The Art of Trout Fishing on
Rapid Stream 1863 1st ed., modern hf. tan cf.
bdg., marbled boards (2)
£80-120

383
Scrope Wm.: Days and Nights of
Salmon Fishing in the Tweed, 1843 1st
ed., 13 full pg. litho plts., 9 eng. vignettes, re-
bound, brown clo. boards, tan cf. spine with
gilt title
£300-400

Rods, Reels and Accessories Cont:-

384
A good Hardy Uniqua 27/8" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch and fixed Mk.II
check mechanism, light wear to lead finish
and in original brown card box, circa 1930
£130-180

385
A Hardy Super Silex 31/4" bait casting
reel, twin ebonite handles, spring drum latch,
jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot,
ivorine rim mounted casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
rim tensions crew, 1928 rear pressure brake,
backplate scratched previous owners name
otherwise good overall condition 1930s’
£180-260

386
A Hardy Birmingham 21/2 brass trout
fly reel, domed horn handle, block foot,
triple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
backplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark
and faceplate with raised two screw spindle
boss and stamped enclosed oval logo, general
wear to finish, circa 1895
£150-250

387
A fine Hardy Uniqua 35/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch and adjustable
Mk.II check mechanism, reel retains all the
original lead finish, in cream card box, 1930’s
£150-250

388
A Hardy Gifford Smith tackle releaser,
black/yellow painted finish, a Hardy leather
cast case and a Shukra reticulated alloy
salmon gaff, in pouch (3)
£70-100

389
A Hardy Princess trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, two screw drum latch, alloy foot, rim
tension screw and nickel silver “U” shaped
line guide, unused condition, in zip case and a
Hardy Uniqua 33/4" trout fly reel and spare
spool, composition handle, fixed check
mechanism, little used condition (2)
£90-130

390
A good Malloch 4" brass side casting
reel, tapered cow horn handle, swivelling
brass foot with integral line guide, non
reversible drum, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped oval logo, retaining much
of the original bronze patina, circa 1900
£70-100

390a
A Hardy Longstone 41/2" sea centre pin
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles and central nickel silver retaining nut,
Bickerdyke line guide, alloy stancheon foot
and rear optional check lever, new/unused
condition, in zip case, 1960’s
£80-120
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391
A good Hardy Birmingham 31/4" light
salmon fly reel, domed cow horn handle,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate with raised two
screw spindle boss and stamped Rod in Hand
and enclosed oval trade mark, light wear to
finish from normal use, circa 1896
£200-300

391a
A good Milward’s Nottingham 6"
walnut sea centre pin reel, brass backed
drum with twin bulbous ebonite handles and
four screw spring drum latch, rear plate with
brass starback foot and optional sliding check
button, 1930’s
£50-80

392
A Hardy Ocean Prince One 33/4" salt-
water fly reel, grey anodised finish, ebonite
handle on nickel silver crank winding arm
mounted above a milled tension wheel,
ribbed brass foot, nickel silver “U” shaped
line guide, new/unused condition, in zip case
and card box
£130-180

392a
A set of nine Hardy gold plated blazer
buttons by the London Badge & Button Co.,
each engraved with castle logo, in fitted
velvet and silk lined blue rexine case and a
similar set of buttons (one button lacking)
£70-100

393
A Hardy St John Mk.II 37/8" trout/light
salmon fly reel and spare spool, ebonite
handle, two screw drum latch, polished alloy
foot, nickel silver rim tension screw and
compensating check mechanism, new/unused
condition in zip case
£1210-180

394
A fine Malloch 4" brass side casting reel
with C. Farlow & Co retailers details,
domed cow horn handle, swivelling brass
foot with integral line guide, non reversible
drum, fixed check mechanism, reel retains
virtually all the original dark bronze patina,
circa 1900
£120-180

394a
A 19th Century rosewood and brass
Perth style 41/2" salmon fly reel, domed
treen handle on brass winding plate, bridge
foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with two screw spindle
boss, Malloch made, circa 1895
£140-180

395
A Chevalier, Bowness & Son 33/4"
salmon fly winch, domed ivory handle on
straight crank winding arm, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
scroll engraved makers details, circa 1870
£150-250

395a
A 19th Century brass 31/2" loch trolling
winch, tapered horn handle on straight
crank winding arm and set within an anti-foul
rim, block foot, triple raised pillars (two
double roller), rear raised check housing and
fixed check mechanism, un-named but
probably by McGowan, foot slightly buckled
otherwise in very good overall condition,
circa 1890
£130-180

396
A Hardy Elarex bait multiplier reel,
chromed finish, twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles on off-set nickel silver arm, level line
mechanism, rear optional check button and
tension regulator, circa 1960 and a good
Hardy Hardex No.1 Mk.II threadline casting
reel, ebonite handle and spool, half bail arm
and chromed spool housing (2)
£100-150
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396a
A Hardy St George 33/4" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, three
screw drum latch, white metal line guide, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear to lead finish only, 1940’s
£130-180

397
A 19th Century brass multiplying
clamp fitting winch, turned bone handle
on off-set curved crank winding arm, rim
mounted drum locking lever, triple cage
pillars, riveted block foot with clamp fitting
pierced to take leather pad and with lyre tail
locking screw, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£200-300

397a
A Homer Flick ‘Em 41/8" alloy trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin xylonite
handles, drop bar locking latch and ventilated
front flange, wire annular line guide and brass
stancheon foot (filed) and a Hardy Conquest
alloy trotting reel, twin tapered ebonite
handles, Bickerdyke line guide, backplate re-
finished (2)
£100-150

398
A Kelly, Dublin 4" brass salmon fly reel,
baluster cow horn handle, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved
retailers details, a Garnett, Dublin 3" brass
plate wind trout fly reel, drum screw and
handle replaced, both circa 1900 (2)
£100-150

398a
Three various Army & Navy brass plate
wind trout fly reels, 31/2", 23/4" and 21/2",
each with twin screw spindle boss, bridge
foot, triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, circa 1910 (3)
£70-100

399
A rare un-named Farne Ebona Silex
pattern style 5" sea centre pin reel,
solid ebonite drum with twin bulbous
xylonite handles and brass telephone style
drop bar latch, large brim mounted xylonite
handled brake lever with Silex No.2 style
mechanism (see Drewett KJ.: Hard
Brothers… pg. 401), brass stancheon foot
with “anchor” rear support arms, small
hairline crack to rear plate, beside brake
lever, an un-named factory prototype similar
to the Hardy Farne Ebona reel, circa 1905
(see illustration)
£400-600

400
A rare Hardy Unique mahogany
salmon fly reservoir, the rectangular
Cuban mahogany case with fall front door
opening to reveal ten sliding fly drawers and
lower moth ball compartment, each drawer
with ivorine bun handle, two index tablets
and inset circular number plaque and fitted
nickel silver spring fly clips, holding a good
selection of approximately 180 fully dressed
salmon irons, sea-trout and trout wet flies,
door interior with applied ivorine strip, case
with recessed carrying handle and inset brass
name plate, 93/4" x 91/4" x 63/4", circa 1905
(see illustration)
£3000-4000

401
A scarce Percy WadhamTest 33/4" alloy
trout fly reel, narrow drum with ivorine
handle and single band of perforations, brass
foot, rim mounted milled optional check disc
and rear spindle tension screw, faceplate
engraved retailer’s details for Army & Navy
Stores, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£150-200

402
An Allcock Aerial Popular 31/2" centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with
twin xylonite handles, brass foot sliding rear
optional check button and bar spring check
mechanism, backplate stamped Stag trade
mark, circa 1940
£100-150
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403
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout dry fly
box, oxblood finish, interior fitted chenille
bars and holding a good selection of trout
wet fly patterns, 1940’s
£100-150

404
A scarce Howban alloy threadline
turntable casting reel, twin reverse
tapered ebonite handles on shaped cross-bar
arm mounted below a milled tension
regulator, ventilated spool housing, swivelling
foot with integral wire line guide having
“rolling eye” guide (replacement guide
frame), conical faced spool, housing stamped
makers details, good overall condition, circa
1950
£100-150

405
A Continental fruitwood salmon line
drier, four adjustable ratchet arms with
spindle locking nut, turned baluster winding
handle and block table fitting, similar to the
drier illustrated in Kewley & Farrer: Fishing
Tackle for Collector’s, pg. 90
£100-150

406
A Japanese walking cane fishing rod,
bamboo four section telescopic rod with
ivory tip ring, outer cane with bulbous knop
and carved with a Samurai fighting a serpent,
brass toe collar, replacement cap
£90-130

407
A Hardy Perfect 33/8" trout fly reel and
three spare spools, ebonite handle,
polished alloy foot, white agate line guide (no
cracks), rim tension screw and compensating
check mechanism, faceplate with raised
central boss and stamped make and model
details, 1970’s
£200-300

408
A Hardy Longstone 31/2" Duralumin
sea centre pin reel, solid drum with twin
ebonite handles and central milled nickel
silver tension adjuster, ribbed brass foot,
nickel silver Bickerdyke line guide and rim
mounted optional check lever, very good
overall condition, 1940’s (see illustration)
£130-180

409
A Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
metal line guide, three screw drum latch, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
small chip to rim (beside line guide)
otherwise good overall condition, 1930’s
£120-160

410
A Hardy Perfect 33/4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, ventilated drum with central
nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light wear to
lead finish from normal use, circa 1930
£200-300

411
A Hardy Uniqua 41/4" “spitfire” alloy
salmon fly reel, fat ebonite handle, ribbed
brass foot, nickel silver telephone drum latch,
fixed Mk.I check mechanism, interior
stamped “T.A.” (Thomas Appleby), very good
overall condition, circa 1940 (see illustration)
£200-300

412
A Fin-Nor 12/0 big game multiplier
reel, gold anodised finish, large off-set T-bar
handle, sliding rim drag adjuster, twin harness
lugs, light use only, in carry case
£200-300

413
A Penn Senator 12/0 big game multiplier
reel, large off-set crank handle mounted above
a six point capstan star drag, rim mounted
drum release lever, rear optional check lever,
four rim harness lugs, light use only
£130-180
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414
A Hardy Longstone 41/2" alloy sea
centre pin reel, recessed drum with twin
ebonite handles and central nickel silver
tension nut, Bickerdyke line guide, ribbed
stancheon foot and rear optional check lever
and a Hardy Eddystone 6" sea centre pin
reel, tapered ebonite handle, brass foot, brake
handle and Bickerdyke line guide (2)
£130-180

415
An un-named Sea Silex type 7" alloy
big game centre pin reel, solid drum (no
perforations) with twin bulbous ebonite
handles and central brass telephone drum
release latch, block brass foot, ebonite handle
rim brake and three further rim mounted
casting controls, circa 1940 (see illustration)
£200-300

416
A Hardy Altex No.3 Mk.V fixed spool
reel, folding left hand wind ebonite handle,
full bail arm, optional check lever and a
matching right hand wind Altex No.3 Mk.V
fixed spool reel, light wear only to both reels,
1950’s (2)
£130-180

417
A Hardy Exalta fixed spool reel, folding
ebonite handle, full bail arm, optional check
lever, light wear only, 1960’s and a Hardy
Altex No.3 Mk.V fixed spool reel, left hand
wind folding ebonite handle, full bail arm,
worn finish, 1950’s (2)
£120-180

418
A Hardy Elarex multiplying bait casting
reel, chromed finish, twin (replacement)
treen handles on off-set nickel silver arm,
level line mechanism, circa 1960 and a Hardy
Hardex No.II Mk.II threadline casting reel,
turned ebonite handle, half bail arm and
ebonite spool with central brass tension
adjuster, little used condition (2)
£90-130

419
A Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.III fixed spool
reel, folding left hand wind ebonite handle,
full bail arm, ebonite drum with central four
point nickel silver tension adjuster and a
similar right hand wind Altex No.1 Mk.II fixed
spool reel, ebonite spool a.f. (2)
£140-180

420
“The Angler’s Companion” decorative
silk panel, burgundy border and cram
background, screen printed with a central
portrait of Izaac Walton within a pictorial
border of various fish, tackle and verse,
excellent condition 36 x 341/2"
£120-180

421
A gentleman’s walking cane/fishing rod,
brass screw cap, hollow outer cane holding
four further bamboo and hickory ferruled
rod sections, each with drop rings and which
fit into the screw toe cap, 36" long
£100-150

422
A rare H.L. Leonard Model 50 3 piece
(2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 8', marbled silk
wraps with crimson tippings, cigar shaped
cork handle with butternut wood reel seat,
nickel silver sliding reel fitting and butt cap
engraved “The Leonard Rod, H.L. Leonard
Rod Co. Maker” and “Tournament”, agate
lined butt ring and snake rings throughout,
nickel silver suction ferrules stamped patent
details, rod is in overall very good condition
and with original bag and brass capped alloy
tube, circa 1930
£350-550

423
Two American trout fly rods by the
Chub Co., one cane 3 piece 11' and one
greenheart 10', both with nickel silvered reel
fittings and raffia bound handles, fully
restored and with handle bindings stained
red and green (2)
£100-150
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424
A Hardy “Dapping” 3 piece (2 tips)
whole cane and greenheart fly rod,
14'6", green silk wraps, sliding brass and alloy
reel fitting, suction joints, in bag
£100-150

425
A Hardy “Marston” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane double handled trout/sea-trout fly
rod, 10'6", green silk inter-whipped, nickel
silver sliding reel fitting, reversible; butt spear,
lockfast joints, brass capped tip tube, 1915,
fully restored, in later bag
£120-180

426
A Greys “Montana” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 8', #4/5, brown/tan tipped
wraps, wooden reel seat, anodised screw grip
reel fitting, in bag and a Scientific Angler 45L
trout fly reel, little used condition (2)
£120-180

427
A Hardy Marquis Salmon No.1 fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, rear tension adjuster, a Hardy Marquis
#6 trout fly reels of similar design and a Hardy
Viscount 130 trout fly reel, in zip cases (3)
£120-180

428
A Greys “FGOP-RL” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 8'6", #5/6, blue silk wraps,
wooden reel seat, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
in bag and a Leeda Dragonfly 80 trout reel
and spare spool (2)
£100-150

429
A set of three Grey’s “Northumbrian”
2 piece carbon trout fly rods; 9'6", #5/6;
9', #5, 8'6", #5, each with crimson silk wraps,
wooden reel seat and alloy screw grip reel
fittings, in bags (3)
£140-180

430
A Grey’s “Pilgrim” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 9', #5,wooden reel seat, nickel
silver sliding reel fitting and three further
carbon 2 piece trout fly rods, various makes
and sizes, in bags (4)
£100-150

431
A Leeda Magnum 200D salmon fly reel
and spare spool and a quantity of various
other modern salmon and trout fly reels and
spools, various makes and models including
Diawa Osprey, Young’s; System Two et al, in
reel case (Q)
£100-150

432
A Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, three screw drum latch, white
agate line guide (one hairline crack), brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and Mk.I
check mechanism, rear plate stamped make
and model details, light wear to finish only,
circa 1920 (see illustration)
£200-300

433
A Hardy Perfect 27/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate stamped
central circular logo and neatly block
engraved previous owners initials, light wear
to finish from normal use, 1930’s
£180-260

434
A Hardy St George 33/4" trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, three screw drum latch, white
agate line guide (hairline cracks), brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw and Mk.I check
mechanism, rear plate stamped make and
model details, light wear to finish only, circa
1920
£180-260
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435
A Forrest of Kelso display of forty four
gut eyed trout wet fly/loch patterns,
flies mounted on a rectangular card board
with monochrome pictorial surround, each
fly with hand-written pattern details,
burgundy card mount and gilt and glazed
picture frame, 17" x 22" overall, circa 1890
(see illustration)
£300-500

436
A Hardy Uniqua 25/8" alloy trout fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, nickel silver
horseshoe drum latch, brass foot, fixed early
calliper spring check mechanism, faceplate
stamped straight line logo, light wear to
finish, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£200-300

437
AVictorian brass three draw extending
salmon gaff, turned rosewood handle,
hinged point cover, milled butt cap, a similar
Victorian two draw salmon gaff and a leather
cased metal snap tin (3)
£90-130

438
A scarce Abercrombie & Fitch
“Favorite” 2 piece cane brook trout fly
rod, 7'6", tan silk wraps, wooden reel seat
with alloy screw grip fitting, suction joint, only
a limited number of these rods were
produced by H.L. Leonard for sale through
the N.Y. sporting retailers, no bag
£200-300

439
An Edwardian beaten copper chafing
dish of rectangular for, brass lion claw feet,
swing handles and pierced receiver with
hinged cover and two interior burner
recesses, pierced and stamped fish motif
border, 10" x 6" x 31/2", circa 1910 (see
illustration)
£100-150

440
A rare S.E Bogdan No.1 multiplying
salmon fly reel, gold/black anodised finish,
right wind model with counter-balanced
serpentine crank handle, alloy foot, rear
milled optional check button and ten point
tension adjuster, applied rectangular alloy
trade plaque, very good overall condition
(see illustration)
£900-1300

441
A rare S.E. Bogdan model 00 small
salmon fly reel, direct drive right hand
wind model with champagne/black anodised
finish, counter balanced “S” scroll handle,
multi-perforated faceplate and drum flange,
rear milled optional check button and ten
point tension adjuster, applied rectangular
trade plaque, excellent overall condition (see
illustration)
£800-1200

442
A fine Hardy Perfect 27/8" limited
edition “spitfire” trout fly reel, polished
alloy drum and faceplate with ebonite handle,
ribbed alloy foot, white agate line guide, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
reel is in new/unused condition, in block
leather case and card box
£250-350

443
A pair of Hardy Golden Prince 7/8
trout fly rels and spare spools,
brown/gold anodised finish, with ebonite
handles, two screw drum latch, nickel silver
line guide and rear tension adjuster, in zip
cases (2)
£130-180

444
A good Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.IIII fixed
spool reel, folding left hand wind ebonite
handle, full bail arm, ebonite spool with
central nickel silver four point tension screw,
light wear to lead finish only, 1940’s and a
similar Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool
reel, alloy spool, light wear to enamel finish
only, 1950’s (2)
£140-180
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445
A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9', tan silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1957, very good overall condition, in
bag
£200-300

446
A Hardy “Wanless 9/10lbs” 2 piece
cane salmon spinning rod, 8',
green/crimson tipped whippings with green
silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel fittings,
suction joint, 1966, little used condition, in
bag
£130-180

446a
A Hardy “Wanless 9/10lbs” 2 piece
cane salmon spinning rod, 7',
green/scarlet tipped whips, green inter-
whippings, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joint, 1934, fully restored to as new
condition, in bag
£100-150

447
A good B. James “Richard Walker
Mk.IV” 2 piece cane carp rod, 10',
crimson silk inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fittings, England transfer label, little used
condition, in later bag
£140-180

448
A good B. James “Richard Walker
Mk.IV Avon” 2 piece cane coarse rod,
10', crimson silk inter-whipped, sliding alloy
reel fittings, “onion” cork handle, England
transfer label, little used condition, in later
bag
£150-250

449
A fine Allcock Aerial 3" centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles and ventilated front flange
(eight holes), B.P. line guide, brass stancheon
foot and rear sliding optional check button
with calliper spring check mechanism,
backplate stamped circular trade mark, very
good overall condition, circa 1925 (see
illustration)
£450-650

450
A fine and rare Hardy Zane Grey 6"
multiplying big game reel, constructed in
corrosion proof Monel metal, 2.5:1 ratio
gearing, off-set turned ebonite handle on
counter-balanced crank winding arm
mounted above a five point capstan star drag
adjuster, bronze spindled drum, four rim
mounted harness lugs and auxiliary leather
brake pad, rear plate with knurled optional
check lever, bridge foot, faceplate inset royal
coat of arms medallion and rear plate with
two further circular inset medallions; “The
Hardy Zane Grey - Size 6”,To Hold 600yds.
39 Thread” and “Made by Hardy Bros. Ltd.
Alnwick, England”, circa 1934, the reel is in
overall excellent condition with only very
light signs of use, 1930’s (see illustration)
£3500-5500

451
A good Hardy Conquest 41/8" alloy
trotting reel, shallow cored drum with
twin reverse tapered ebonite handles and
two screw spring latch, nickel silver
Bickerdyke line guide, alloy stancheon foot,
rear nickel silver optional check lever and
ivorine quadrant weight indicator, only very
light signs of use
£1300-180

452
A rare Hardy No.2 Angler’s Knife, fitted
five Sheffield steel tools, hinged shackle and
shaped nickel silver side plates, one stamped
make and model details, 1920’s (see
illustration)
£250-350
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453
A rare Milward’s Brownie 31/2" side
casting threadline reel, turned treen
shallow arboured drum mounted onto a
steel spindle with spring locking latch, turned
ebonite handle, alloy foot which swivels
through 90° for casting drum face stamped
maker and model details, very good
condition, 1920’s (see illustration)
£300-400

454
A rare Hardy H.J.S bait casting reel,
black anodised finish, 4:1 ratio gearing,
reverse tapered ebonite handle on off-set
curved crank winding arm mounted above a
four point capstan drag adjuster, rim
mounted spool release lever and milled
tension screw, ribbed alloy foot, chromed
spindle caps both stamped “Oil”, rear plate
stamped make and model details, light wear
to finish only, 1940’s (see illustration)
£300-400

455
A very rare early Hardy trout landing
net, oak framed hoop with original cable laid
net, tapered handle with folding knuckle joint,
bound collar, brass spring belt clip, shaft
stamped maker’s details, 47" long overall, pre-
catalogue model circa 1875
£350-550

456
A framed display of fifty five fully
dressed gut eyed salmon flies, various
patterns and sizes but mainly medium/small
single irons, framed and glazed, 14 x 191/2"
overall
£200-300

457
A Hardy “Wanless 6/7lbs” 2 piece cane
salmon spinning rod, 8', green/crimson
tipped wraps, green silk inter-whippings,
sliding alloy reel fitting, 1959, restored, in bag
£80-120

458
A Tom Watson “Midge” 3 piece whole
and built cane float rod, 10'6", crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, in bag
£70-100

459
A James Ogden 2 piece cane brook
trout fly rod, 6', crimson inter-whipped,
sliding brass reel fitting, in brass capped
bamboo tube and an Allcock “Poacher” 4
piece cane valise trout rod, 8', crimson inter-
whipped, sliding brass reel fitting, restored, in
bag (2)
£130-180

460
A rare Hardy “Ideal” one piece cane
trout fly rod, 9'6", crimson inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, reversible butt
spear, very good overall condition, in original
one piece split bamboo tube and cloth bag
£250-450

** Due to the extraordinary length of this
item overseas buyers will be required to
discuss shipping arrangements with the
auctioneers prior to bidding

461
A scarce Slater S.E.J. Fly Fisher’s
Winch, the 23/4" brass and ebonite reel with
domed horn handle, German silver rims,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped model details,
circa 1900
£100-150

461a
An Eaton & Deller 21/2" brass and
ebonite trout fly reel, horn handle on
brass winding plate, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
with raised central boss and engraved
makers details, circa 1890
£90-130
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462
A scarce Plumb & Co. , N.Y. 27/8" brass
automatic fly reel, caged and ventilated
drum with side mounted foot, integral line
guide and spring operated retrieve trigger,
faceplate stamped makers details and
1880/1881 patent details
£130-180

463
An Ogden Smith celluloid oiler of pen
form, a Hampson “Third Hand Magnifier” in
original card box and an Underwood steel
weed cutting blade with threaded collar and
original leather scabbard (3)
£120-160

464
A mahogany double sided float and line
winder, turned bone spindles and central
shot and cap compartments, twin brass latch
lock, a rosewood and bone float and line
winder, a fossilised fish and three Delft blue
and white tiles with various angling scenes
(6)
£90-130

464a
Eleven various Hardy baits, including
leather Devon, prawn mounts and various
Devon Minnows (11)
£50-80

465
A Chandlen & Co., Euston folding head
landing net, ash “V” arms, brass mounts and
an Army n& Navy folding trout landing net,
iron racquet shaped head (2)
£70-100

466
A collection of early rods including a
Chevalier greenheart and hickory
salmon fly rod, brass fittings, drop rings; a
Wm. Blacklaw hickory rod, brass fittings,
leather handle grip, a McGowan greenheart
salmon fly rod, brass fitting and various other
wood, cane and whole bamboo rods, an
interesting collection dating from circa 1840’s
(Q)
£200-300

467
An Illingworth No.3 threadline casting
reel, exposed bronze gears, ebonite handle,
finger pick-up bail arm and nickel silver
rimmed spool with graduated check adjuster,
circa 1915
£120-160

468
A scarce Percy Wadham celluloid may
fly box, the 41/2" circular box with fluted
mesh side panels and base with swivelling
cover, circa 1940
£60-90

469
A good Malloch Sun and Planet 33/4"
brass salmon fly reel, facetted treen
handle with patent anti-reverse gearing,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate with raised
central spindle boss and stamped enclosed
oval logo, circa 1900
£250-350

470
A good Hardy 5" Nottingham centre
pin reel, walnut drum with twin horn
handles and brass telephone drum latch,
brass Bickerdyke line guide, rim mounted
pre-Silex action brake mechanism and rear
plate with starback foot, stamped makers
details, very good overall condition, circa
1900 (see illustration)
£250-350

471
A Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly reel, right
hand wind model with ebonite handle, alloy
foot, brown agate line guide, rim tension
screw and compensating check mechanism,
faceplate with raised central spindle boss,
new/unused condition, in zip case and card
box
£200-300

472
A matching Hardy Perfect 33/8" trout
fly reel, unused condition, in zip case and
box
£200-300
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473
A matching Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout
reel, unused condition, in zip case and box
£200-300

474
A good Eaton & Deller 3" brass and
ebonite trout fly reel, baluster cow horn
handle, bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate with raised
central boss and script engraved makers
details, circa 1890
£200-300

475
A very rare Allcock Aerial model 7981-
LT 41/2" wide drummed centre pin
mahseer/salmon reel, caged and six
spoked drum with twin xylonite handles,
ventilated front flange (eight holes) and solid
rear plate, rim mounted xylonite handled
brake lever, brass stancheon foot and rear
sliding optional check button with bar spring
check mechanism, backplate stamped circular
trade mark, model and patent details, good
overall condition, made 1921-26 only (see
illustration)
£800-1200

476
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1
3" centre pin reel, ebonite flanged drum
with six nickel silver spokes and cage pillars,
front flange stamped “patent”, twin
regulator/release forks, brass B.P. line guide,
stancheon foot and rear sliding optional
check button with calliper spring check
mechanism, very light use only, circa 1915
(see illustration)
£700-900

477
A fine Allcock Aerial model 7950-T2
31/2" narrow drummed centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin ivorine
handles, ebonite rear flange, ventilated alloy
front flange (eight holes) stamped “patent”,
lacquered brass stancheon foot, rear sliding
optional check button and calliper spring
check mechanism, rear plate block engraved
make and model details, reel is in overall
excellent condition, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£400-600

478
A good collection of various baits
including boxed Wadham nature series baits,
Kynoch’s Killers, Devon Minnows, Hardy
Wilson spoon, other spoons, spinners,
various flights and mounts et al (Q)
£120-180

479
A large collection of various hooks
including blind eyed salmon irons, large eyed
salmon irons, long shank salmon trebles, Paul
Boote Mahseer trebles et al (Q)
£80-120

480
Three Wheatley alloy trout dry fly
boxes, various models and containing a
collection of trout flies and a selection of
other miscellaneous flies and boxes including
salmon tubes, Waddingtons et al, various
hooks and other tackle items (Q)
£70-100

481
A Hardy glass Zephyr Dry Fly
Preparation oil bottle of shouldered
form, wooden stopper, various other fly and
line dressings by Allcock, Flotz, Orvis, leather
tabbed dry fly oil bottle et al, (Q)
£80-120

482
A quantity of fly dressing equipment
including various tools; vices, hackle pliers,
scissors etc.; wools, feathers, silks, hair et al
(Q)
£50-80
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483
A scarce Hardy glass waistcoat oil bottle
of shouldered lozenge form, glass topped, relief
stamped makers details, in original brown card
box, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£150-250

484
A very rare Hardy Transparent Devon
11/4" bait, tapered barrel shaped
composition body with nickel silver collared
twin spinning vanes and rear double treble
hooks, vane stamped makers details, very
rarely seen bait produced 1895-1911 only
(see illustration)
£400-600

485
A scarce Hardy Harlaw bakelite oiler, of
fountain pen form with tortoiseshell finish
and nickelled silver pocket clip, 1940’s (see
illustration)
£150-200

486
Eighty Percy Wadham Nature Series
baits in original card boxes, Golden Sprat
and Blue/Silver patterns in varying sizes (8)
£80-120

487
An Spindale “Colnedale” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 9', tan/scarlet
tipped wraps, tan inter-whippings, alloy screw
grip reel fitting and a Sharpe’s 2 piece cane
spinning rod, 7', crimson whippings, sliding
alloy reel fittings, in bags (2)
£90-130

488
A Green River 2 piece carbon trout fly
rod, 8'6", #4, black/green tipped whippings,
wooden reel seat, sliding nickel silver fitting,
in bag and alloy tube and a Caudle & Rivas
“John Weaver - Ultimate” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 9'6", #6/7, in bag (2)
£80-120

489
A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot,
revolving nickel silver line guide, rim
mounted tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, ventilated drum with nickel silver
retaining screw, light wear to finish from
normal use, in original metal edge brown
card box, 1circa 1930
£300-400

490
A scarce Hardy Hold-All leather
salmon tackle case, red baize lined
interior fitted lift-out tackle tray and three
reel compartments to base, brass lock, twin
buckled lid straps and leather carrying
handle, case front stamped makers details,
16"x 11" x 81/4", circa 1920 (see illustration)
£350-550

491
A scarce Heaton’s Nottingham style
31/2" “Frog back” centre pin reel, brass
backed walnut drum with twin bulbous horn
handles and central spring release latch, brass
stancheon “frog back” foot, rear sliding
optional check button, little used condition
(see illustration)
£140-180

492
A good Hardy Uniqua 4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch and fixed Mk.II
check mechanism, light wear to lead finish
only and in original metal edged brown card
box, circa 1930
£140-180

493
A collection of mainly American
spinning baits, various models and makes
including; Pflueger June Bug, Arboghast Tin
Liz, Eppinger Daredevlet, Foss Jazz Wiggler et
al (Q)
£100-150
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494
A collection of various lures and baits
including; a Geens open spiral Devon, mother
o’pearl spoon, a Pflueger Ball Spinner and
various other Devon minnows, prawns et al
(Q)
£90-130

495
A Nottingham 4" walnut centre pin
reel, brass backed drum, twin handles, spring
latch, starback foot, optional check lever, an
alloy 33/4" centabrake light salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, central brass milled tension
adjuster and a small quantity of various other
items including two South Bend and Oreno
catalogues, flies, cast box et al (Q)
£70-100

496
A Hardy Brass Perfect 3" 1896 limited
edition replica trout fly reel, ivorine
handle, pierced foot, strapped tension screw
and early style calliper check mechanism,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
straight lien and enclosed oval logo’s, no.
230/1000, new/unused condition, in block
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£600-900

496a
A Hardy Bouglé 3" limited edition
reproduction trout fly reel, ivorine
handle, alloy foot, triple raised cage pillars
(one roller), strapped rim tension screw and
calliper spring check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, no. 858,
new/unused condition, in block leather case
and card box
£150-250

497
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon
fly box, tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted
nickel silver plates with forty spring clips and
holding a good selection of fully dressed
salmon irons, 1940’s (see illustration)
£140-180

497a
A Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly
box, oxblood finish, interior fitted nickel
silver plates and forty spring clips, good
overall condition, 1940’s
£120-160

498
A Hardy St George Junior limited
edition reproduction trout fly reel, right
hand wind model with ebonite handle, ribbed
alloy foot, white metal line guide, three screw
drum latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, No.61, new/unused
condition, in block leather case and card box
(see illustration)
£180-260

498a
An Abel S1-400 31/2" trout fly reel, black
anodised skeletal cage and drum with
counter-balanced ebonite handle, rear
rosewood spindle cap cover and fixed check
mechanism, new/unused condition, in original
pouch
£100-150

499
A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
ventilated drum with nickel silver retaining
screw, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, light wear to lead finish only, circa 1930,
in Hardy Selvyt reel bag
£250-450

500
A rare opportunity to acquire a highly
important 1930’s Hardy’s Scarborough
Tunny Fishing outfit belonging to Col.
E.T Peel (later Sir Edward), the first
British Tunny Club President and used
by him in 1932 to capture the world
record Tunny of 798lb., together with a
wealth of Tunny Club and related
ephemera**(see provenance) contd.
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A very rare Hardy The “Fortuna” 9"
Duralumin extra wide big game centre
pin reel, with twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles mounted to shaped Monel cross-bar
above a six point Monel capstan star drag
held in place by hardened steel locking nut
marked “Oil”, solid drum with Andreas
patent clutch mechanism, very rare brass
rim-mounted auxiliary brake and twin Van
Brundt harness lugs, Monel block foot,
stamped to backplate “The ‘Fortuna’ Reel,
Andreas Pat.No.123405/18” and “9” Ex-
Wide” and “Made by Hardy Bros. Ltd.
Alnwick England”. Reel stamped to interior
“A.H.W” (Arthur Humphrey Wall), Hardy’s
expert Fortune reel maker and dated 8th
May 1934

*Production records show only 46
Duralumin extra wide reels of this size being
produced, all between 1934-36.This reel was
especially made to Col. E.T. Peel’s
requirements for the 1934 Tunny season and
the auctioneers are unaware of any other 9"
extra wide Fortuna fitted with the rim
mounted auxiliary brake and Van Brunt lugs

This reel was initially offered for auction with a
section of the Duralumin rim and Van Brunt
harness lugs missing (markings were clearly
visible on the reel where the lugs were fitted) and
only remnants of the Duralumin rim brake. It has
subsequently been expertly restored by Hardy’s
with new integral rim and pillars, rim brake and
Van Brunt lugs and has been reloaded with its
original Tunny Club championship No.54 Hardy
Olympian Cuttyhunk line. The reel can be seen
being used by Peel with the “Scarboro” harness in
one of the accompanying photographs

A Hardy The “No.6 Salt Water” (Test
Curve 42lbs.) 6' 10" built cane big
game boat rod, with detachable hardwood
handle with brass double screw grip reel
fitting, brass butt, lock joint ferrule, felt
forward handgrip, crimson whips, nickel silver
protected agate bridge guides and with
Hardy’s “over and under” patent roller end
guide

A Hardy The “No.5 Salt Water” (Test
Curve 35lbs.) 6' 10" built cane big
game boat rod, of similar construction to
the No.6, this rod complete with original
cloth bag, wood stopper and spanner

A rare Hardy’s The “Scarboro” Tunny
Harness, with adjustable belt and padded
shoulder straps, Hardy’s gold/black cloth
label , reel straps and rod strap

An unnamed rod butt rest, with leather
waist strap and felt padding

A rare Hardy “The Silver Herring” 9"
Tunny Bait, nickel silvered flat metal body
with twin spinning vanes, two-tone nickel
silvered and blue paintwork with white eye,
stamped “Hardy’s Alnwick England” to both
sides of fins, fitted with Limerick hook, Hardy
500lb. Cable wire and “Alma” No.1 Sildur
swivel, all stamped Hardy details, the hook
tied with red wool passing through six holes
(the wool would break when the Tunny
struck so that the bait could travel up the
trace leaving only the hook in the mouth)

Two Hardy “Stewart” Spoons, largest 6"
size and 41/2" size, both mounted with twin
hooks and twin The “Hardy” swivels and
both stamped Hardy and details

A Tunny trace, 25 foot, with Alma type
swivels at each end

A 31/4" Limerick hook, with 5" trace with
loop at end

Hardy’s Big Game Fish and Sea Fishing
Tackle catalogue, 2nd Edition 1937
B.G.2, with separate order form

Hardy’s Big Game Fish and Sea Fishing
catalogue, c.1950’s contd.
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A scrapbook, with handwritten notes to
the inside cover of the Tunny Club rules
which he intended to start with Harold
Hardy in 1933, British Tunny Club certificates
won by Peel, photographs of Col. Peel with
Harold J. Hardy (Co. founder of the British
Tunny Club), letters from Fred Taylor, press
cuttings, membership lists, British Tunny Club
catalogues including the first dated 1933
together with later copies and a wealth of
black and white photographs

A Visitor’s book, dated 1939, and with
entries until 1965, being the guest book for
the Peel family estate, including the author
Roald Dahl,Vice Admirals, Air Vice Marshals,
Generals and RAF pilots

The M.Y St. George logbook, leather
bound with gilt lettering, being the yacht that
Col. E.T.Peel went Tunny fishing from during
1930’s - 1950’s

Three scrapbooks, including press cuttings
detailing Peel’s association with the Navy and
RAF

Taylor (Fred); Tunny Fishing for Beginners,
1st edition, Seeley Service & Co, dust
wrapper

**The Reel was used off Scarborough to
fish forTunny from 1934 until the 1950’s
by Col. E.T. Peel famously breaking the
American novelist Zane Grey’s 1924
world record 758lb. Nova Scotia fish by
40lbs. With his 798lb. monster,
establishing Britain as a world class
Tunny venue and attracting the film
stars and socialites, Peel later went on
to beat his own world record catch with
an 812lbs. Fish in 1934 establishing the
British Tunny Club record under its
strict new rules. This lot comes
complete with scrapbooks from the
Peel families Isle of Wight estate which
was first offered for auction in 2004 and
further added to with finds from Peel’s
estate in 2005, the rods from the period
were sourced separately to complete
the lot at this time and is now offered
with two further related items:

A rare Hardy The “Tuna” 7" big game
reel, with twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles mounted to brass bar above five
point brass clutch, brass rim lever, brass block
foot fitted six brass screws, stamped to
backplate “Made by Hardy Bros. Alnwick
England” and “Hardy’s Patent No.32450/20”,
reel with rim fracture and corrosion, the rim
lever having been repositioned and its
housing filled,c.1921
*This reel was purportedly lost overboard off Col.
E.T. Peel’s dinghy and subsequently recovered
from the sea bed after two years

A further Hardy “The Silver Herring”
9"Tunny Bait, and similar to Peel’s bait, see
above for description
£7000 - 10000

501
A scare Ari’T Hart Rio Orbigo F2 trout
fly reel, right hand wind model, black
anodised multi-perforated drum with
counter-balanced handle and central drum
locking screw, annular wire line guide, gold
anodised ventilated triangular back plate with
integral foot, line clip and central milled
tension adjuster, very good condition, in
original soft leather case (see illustration)
£200-300

502
A LOOPTraditional model 3 trout/sea-
trout fly reel and spare spool, black
anodised finish, large arboured drum with
twin composition handles and perforated
flanges, rear milled tension adjuster, little
used condition, in pouch
£120-180

503
A matching reel and spare spool,
retailed as the Sage Model 709 reel
£100-150

504
A LOOP Evotech HD 9Thirteen 41/4"
salmon fly reel, left hand wind model with
graphite finish, large arboured, ventilated
drum, counter-balanced handle and large rear
milled check adjuster, as new condition
£180-260
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505
A Hardy Cascapedia Mk.II #10/11
salmon fly reel, left hand wind model, black
anodised multi-perforated end plates, “S”
scroll counter-balanced handle, pierced foot,
milled rear fifteen point disc drag tension
adjuster, polished alloy rims, little used
condition and in original neo-prene pouch
(see illustration)
£200-300

506
A Hardy Cascapedia Mk.II #8/9 salmon
fly reel, left hand wind model, black
anodised multi-perforated end plates, “S”
scroll counter-balanced handle, pierced foot,
milled rear fifteen point disc drag tension
adjuster, polished alloy rims, little used
condition and in original card box
£200-300

507
A Hardy Marquis #10 light salmon/sea-
trout fly reel and two spare spools,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch alloy
foot, rear tension adjuster, in zip case and a
Scientific Angler System fly reel of similar
design (2)
£100-150

508
A Bo Mohlin Em Salmon 4" wide
drummed salmon fly reel, right hand
wind black/silver anodised model with
counter-balanced “S” scroll handle, multi-
perforated drum and faceplate, bridge foot,
triple cage pillars and rear seven point
tension regulator, light use only, in original
block leather case
£180-240

509
A Malloch brass 4" side casting reel and
block leather case, domed cow horn
handle, swivelling brass foot with integral line
guide, rim mounted optional check lever,
reversible drum, face plate stamped oval logo
and etched “D”, reel has applied paper tag
“Panmure House, Property of the Earl of
Dalhousie”, block leather case stamped
Farlow & Co., circa 1915
£140-180

510
A rare Edward Vom Hofe Matecombe
No.2 bonefish reel, ebonite and nickel
silver construction with 3:1 ratio gearing, off-
set serpentine crank handle, two rim
mounted casting control levers, auxiliary
brake pad, pierced foot, stamped model
details, good condition and in original block
leather case, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£200-300

511
A Malloch brass 41/4" salmon fly reel,
ivory handle, bridge foot, quadruple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate with
central two screw spindle boss and a brass
and ebonite 41/4" salmon fly reel, horn
handle, German silver rims, fixed check
mechanism, backplate with hairline crack (2)
£80-120

512
A brass 4" salmon fly reel, domed horn
handle, faceplate later stamped “Hardy Bros.,
Alnwick”, bridge foot, fixed check
mechanism, a Heaton’s polished brass 4"
plate wind salmon fly reel, ivory handle, fixed
check and a polished brass 31/2" plate wind
salmon fly reel of similar design (3)
£100-150

513
A Dingley built Sharpe’s Scottie 31/4"
alloy trout fly reel, ebonite handle, brass
foot, rim tension screw, brass line guide,
interior stamped “D.3”, an Alex Martin
Caledonia, Dingley built 31/2" trout fly reel
and three further various alloy trout fly reels
(5)
£130-180

514
A Malloch 33/8" wide drummed alloy fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, fixed check
mechanism, polished finish, a J.E. Miller 31/2"
alloy trout fly reel, horn handle, brass line
guide and four various other alloy trout fly
reels (6)
£100-150
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515
A Hardy Angel #7/8 trout/light salmon
fly reel, multi-perforated drum with
counter-balanced handle and spring release
latch, rear tension wheel, little used
condition, in original card box
£120-180

516
A good collection of various baits
including two Lemax mother o’pearl minnows,
a Hardy H.J.S.Wiggler, a quantity of Mepps and
similar style spinner baits and various others
contained in plastic lure cases (Q)
£90-130

517
A similar lot including various plugs, fly
spoons, spinners et al (Q)
£90-130

518
A Hardy Bouglé Mk.IV 31/4" trout fly
reel, wooden handle, nickel silver foot, triple
raised pillars (one roller), rim tension screw
and compensating check mechanism, little
used condition, in zip case
£100-150

519
A LOOP Traditional model 2W trout
fly reel, black anodised finish, large arboured
drum with perforated flanged and counter-
balanced handle, central milled tension
adjuster and a similar LOOP Traditional
model 1 trout fly reel, in pouch (2)
£120-180

520
A rare and highly important brass 23/4"
trout fly winch - purported to be the
former property of G.E.M Skues, the
domed cow horn handle mounted on a
gently curving crank winding arm with flat
headed iron retaining screw, raised check
housing to rear plate, fixed check mechanism,
riveted block foot and triple pillared cage, the
face engraved “G.E.M. Skues, Winchester”,
one iron screw lacking from check housing
plate otherwise the reel is in very good
overall condition, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£1500-2500

** Originally sold through Angling Auctions in
March 2001, the reel is sold with the letter of
provenance supplied by the previous vendor

521
A Hardy “No.2 L.R.H. Spinning” 2
piece cane salmon spinning rod, 9'6",
green/scarlet tipped wraps, green inter-
whippings, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
stud lock joint, 1961, light use only, in bag
£100-150

522
A Hardy “Salmon Deluxe” 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 9'6", crimson
inter-whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
extension but handle, suction joints, 1954, in
bag and alloy tube
£140-180

523
A Sharpe’s “Aberdeen” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 12'3", #9, crimson
whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting and a
Sharpe’s “Scottie” 2 piece cane salmon fly
rod, 9'6", #6, crimson whippings, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, in bags (2)
£80-120

524
A good Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8'6", #5, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joints, 1961, in bag
£120-160

524a
A Hardy “The Hardy Salmon” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 15', crimson
inter-whippings, sliding brass screw grip reel
fitting, lockfast joints, corrosion to ferrules, in
bag and a Hardy bamboo wading staff, steel
boat hook toe, spring belt clip (2)
£80-120
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525
A Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9', crimson inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joints,
1958 and a Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8'6", crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, 1952, in
bags (2)
£140-180

526
A good Hardy St George 3" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, white
agate line guide (one fine hairline crack), two
screw drum latch, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to enamel
finish only, 1950’s
£180-260

527
A Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate
line guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear from
normal use only, 1950’s
£160-220

528
A pair of Hardy St Andrew 41/8" salmon
fly reels, each with ebonite handle, ribbed
alloy foot, two screw drum latch, nickel silver
2 screw “U” shaped line guide and rim
mounted tension screw, light wear to both
reels only (2)
£200-300

529
A pair of Hardy Zenith 33/8" wide
drummed trout/light salmon fly reels,
each with ebonite handle, alloy foot, two
screw spring drum latch, nickel silver 2 screw
“U” shaped line guide and rim mounted
tension screw, light wear to both reels only (2)
£180-260

530
A Hardy Perfect 31/2" light salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot,
revolving nickel silver line guide, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear
to enamel finish only, 1950’s
£200-300

531
A pair of Hardy Neroda bakelite
trout/mayfly dry fly boxes, tortoiseshell
finish, interiors fitted chenille bars and
containing a selection of various dry/mayflies,
1950’s (2)
£140-180

531a
A Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly
box, tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted 40
spring clips and containing a good selection
of 21 fully dressed salmon flies ox, oxblood
finish, interior with chenille bars and holding
a selection of trout/grayling flies, 1950’s (2)
£150-200

532
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout/mayfly
box, oxblood finish, interior fitted chenille
bars and a Hardy Neroda trout fly box,
oxblood finish, interior with chenille bars
both holding a selection of trout/grayling
flies, 1950’s (2)
£150-200

533
Two ABU Ambassadeur 6000 bait
casting reels, red anodised finish, grooved
rims, single handle, rim drum release button,
in original brown leather cases and with oil
bottles and accessories (2)
£80-120

533a
An ABU Ambassadeur 6000c bait
casting reel, black finish, grooved rims, ,
single handle, rear optional check button,
foot stamped “107000” and an ABU
Ambassadeur 6000 reel, red finish, grooved
rims, single handle, booth in original cases
with spare spool, oil bottles and accessories
(2)
£90-130
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534
A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw
drum latch and rear tension adjuster and a
Bruce & Walker “Walker Salmon” 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 15', #10/12, sliding
alloy reel fitting, in bag, both in little used
condition (2)
£140-180

535
A pair of Hardy L.R.H.Lightweight trout
fly reels, each with ebonite handle, alloy foot,
two screw drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped
2 screw line guide, rim tension screw and
compensating check mechanism, light wear and
in original soft leather zip cases (2)
£140-180

536
A pair of Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight
trout fly reels, each with ebonite handle,
alloy foot, two screw drum latch, nickel silver
“U” shaped 2 screw line guide, rim tension
screw and compensating check mechanism,
light wear and a Hardy Zenith wide
drummed trout fly reel of similar design (3)
£150-250

536a
A Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate
line guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, only light wear to
enamel finish, 1950’s
£150-200

537
A good Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed
spool reel and spare spool, folding right
hand wind ebonite handle, full bail arm, alloy
spools and an ABU Cardinal 55 fixed spool
reel (2)
£80-120

538
A good collection of various baits, lures
and terminal tackle, including a large
selection of wood and metal Devon
Minnows, Tobies, Mepps, various other
spoons, spinners etc, and a collection of lead
weights, swivels, split rings, mounts et al in
two plastic cantilevered tackle boxes,
tobacco tins etc. (Q)
£90-130

538a
A good collection of flies including many
various trout dry fly patterns, salmon tubes
et al, mostly contained in plastic boxes with
pattern details (Q)
£80-120

539
Seven various Wheatley alloy fly boxes
including Kilroy Patent box, three dry fly
boxes with lidded compartments and various
salmon tube/clip models, boxes containing a
good selection of trout, fully dressed salmon
and tube flies (7)
£100-150

540
A scarce Hardy Visible fly box, the
rectangular green rexine case with stud
fastener and fitted eight lidded plastic boxes
holding 43 Hardy low water salmon flies in
original cellophane packets and a Hardy
Neroda bakelite low water salmon fly box,
oxblood finish, fitted seventy metal clips and
holding 44 Hardy low water salmon flies (2)
£200-300

541
Three Hardy Cast Carrier and Damper
green rexine cast cases, a collection of
various other cast cases and cast and winder
boxes along with a large collection of trout
and salmon casts, many in original packets
(Q)
£90-130
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542
A C. Farlow Gye trout landing net, oak
framed racquet shaped head on sliding
square oak handle, brass fittings, spring belt
clip stamped makers details, 1960’s
£60-90

543
Two Hardy trout fisher’s priests, brass
heads, treen handles, a Hardy folding line
drier, seven Milward’s folding line driers and a
quantity of various other items including
three Apollo tubular steel rods, various
canvas fishing bags, a wicker bass, trout
landing nets, Hardy gaff et al (Q)
£80-120

544
A large collection of O. Mustad & Son,
Oslo hook related ephemera including
two large framed displays of the companies
complete range of hooks, pike gags, fish
spears and gorge hooks, two folders of
printed ephemera including the history of
the factory 1832-1982 and a set of six
Porsgrund china plates special limited edition
(33 sets) commissioned for Mustad and
depicting buildings of historical and cultural
interest relating to the company (Q)
£400-600

545
A rare Hardy 1897 model line winder,
heavy green painted iron “U” shaped support
with turned brass spindle supporting four screw-
in arms and a straight waited crank winding arm
with turned wooden handle, mounted onto a
heavy brass “G” clamp table fitting with butterfly
locking screw, winding arm stamped makers
details, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£180-240

546
A scarce angler’s knife, fitted five Mascart
& Baker Sheffield steel tools, shaped nickel
silver side plates and hinged shackle, circa
1930 (see illustration)
£180-240

547
A Hardy Halford No.2 trout dry fly box,
black japanned rectangular double sided case
with cream painted interior fitted twenty
seven lidded compartments and a Halford
No.1 Mayfly box, fitted eight fly
compartments with four sliding celluloid lids,
both with applied nickel silver oval trade
plate, circa 1915 (2)
£140-180

548
A rare Illingworth No.3 threadline
casting reel with original card box, reel
with stepped ebonite handle, exposed
bronze gearing, finger pick-up line guide,
copper rimmed spool with graduated tension
adjuster, superb overall condition, in original
rexine case and rarely see pictorial card
trade box, circa 1920
£300-400

549
A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, alloy foot,
revolving nickel silver line guide, rim
mounted tension screw and early Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo, light wear from normal use only
and faceplate neatly engraved pervious
owners initials, circa 1920
£250-450

550
A very rare Farlow Billiken multiplying
bait casting reel, alloy construction with
3:1 ratio gearing, off-set ivorine handle on
counter-balanced arm which disengages the
spool for casting when raised and turned,
rear plat recessed to house the patent fan
casting regulator (fan blade lacking), block
foot and triple pillared drum cage, faceplate
stamped makers details, 21/8" diameter,
excellent condition, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£900-1300
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551
A Hardy Perfect 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, general wear
to finish, circa 1930
£120-180

552
A good Coxon Aerial model 4108-T1 3"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin tapered horn handles, ebonite
flanges, front flange stamped “patent”, twin
fork regulator, drum release latch,
Bickerdyke, walnut backplate with starback
foot and sliding optional check button,
calliper spring check mechanism, very good
overall condition, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£700-1000

553
A scarce Alex Martin Thistle 4" left
hand wind Perfect style salmon fly reel,
xylonite handle, brass foot, white metal line
guide, rim tension screw, light wear to black
painted finish only, 1940’s
£200-300

554
A rare Hardy Special Perfect 31/4"
trout fly reel, ivorine handle on raised
faceplate, brass foot, strapped rim tension
screw with 1906 calliper check mechanism,
slightly dished drum with four rim cusps and
nickel silver locking screw, winding plate
stamped central circular logo, light wear to
finish only, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£700-900

555
A rare Hardy Jock Scott XLM
Tournament model multiplier bait
casting reel, the duralumin 3.5:1 ratio
geared reel with twin tapered ebonite
handles on off-set “S” scroll winding arm with
milled monel retaining nut, milled monel rear
spindle cap, rim mounted drum release lever,
wooden arboured drum, ribbed alloy foot,
rear plate stamped make and model details,
reel is in overall excellent condition, 1950’s
(see illustration)
£1000-1500

556
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 3" narrow
drummed bait casting reel, shallow
cored drum with twin ebonite handles, spring
latch and jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed
brass foot, rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger and rear quadrant weight indicator
with milled rim adjusting nut, rear plate with
1928 auxiliary brake button and stamped
makers details, circa 1928
£300-400

557
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 23/4" bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted turned ivorine casting bar and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
tension nut, winding plate stamped make and
model details, light wear to finish only, 1930’s
(see illustrations)
£750-950

558
A scarce Slater 3" ebonite centre pin
reel, twin horn handles, German silver rear
rim, brass starback foot with sliding optional
check button and stamped oval trade mark,
circa 1900
£100-150

559
A Bernard & Sons pigskin trout fly
wallet, wrap-around strap, interior fitted
end pouch pockets felt damper and
parchment cast and fly leaves, gilt stamped
makers name, a similar pigskin fly wallet
containing a small selection of early trout
flies to gut and another un-named leather
trout fly wallet (3)
£80-120

560
A C. Farlow leather tackle hold-all,
rectangular case with twin wrap-around
straps and brass hasp lock, re-lined green
baize interior with lift-out tray and
compartmentalised base, lid stamped with
family crest, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£450-650
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561
Five various 19th/early 20th Century
leather fly ands cast wallet, various
makes and styles with a small collection of
trout flies and casts (5)
£70-100

562
An Edwardian brass Vesta case of creel
form, modelled as a flat weave, slope topped
trout creel, hinged lid and strike base, 21/2"
wide, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£80-120

563
A good Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1
31/2" narrow drum centre pin reel, caged
and six spoked ebonite drum with twin
xylonite handles and twin fork regulator and
drum release latch, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding optional check button with calliper
spring check mechanism, backplate stamped
circular trade mark and front drum flange
stamped “patent”, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£450-650

564
A Peter Loam oak Roxburgh style
salmon fly reservoir, rectangular cedar
lined case with leather carry handle and
brass lock, interior fitted four lift-out trays,
one with ivorine base and spring metal clips
and three with cork fly bars, green baize lined
base, 10" x 71/2" x 33/4", lid interior with
applied makers ivorine name plate (see
illustration)
£300-400

565
A Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate
lien guide (no cracks), three screw spring
drum latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, interior with applied
Goffara & Sons, Srinagar alloy oval trade
plate, light wear to lead finish only, 1930’s
£150-250

566
A Hardy Uniqua 33/8" alloy trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, nickel silver
horseshoe drum latch and adjustable Mk.II
check mechanism and a Hardy Sunbeam 31/4"
trout dry fly reel, exposed drum, ebonite
handle, Bickerdyke line guide, nickel silver
telephone drum latch, both with general
wear to finish from normal use, 1930’s (2)
£150-250

566a
A Hardy Practical line drier, chamfered
rectangular oak base, four folding alloy arms on
nickel silver stancheon support, one adjustable
arm with ebonite winding handle, base applied
nickel silver oval trade plaque, circa 1930
£150-200

567
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool
reel, left hand wind ebonite folding handle,
optional check button, full bail arm, with
spare spool and a similar Altex No.2 Mk.V
fixed spool reel and spare spool, no optional
check, both 1950’s (2)
£100-150

568
A Hardy Elarex multiplier bait casting
reel, chrome casing, twin reverse tapered
ebonite handles, rare optional check and
tension adjusting buttons, 1950’s, in rexine
case, a Hardy Gem 31/4" trout fly reel and
two Pflueger bait casting reels (4)
£80-120

569
A good Pezon et Michel “Ritz Super
Parabolic PPP Fario Club” 2 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 8'5", #5/6,
green/scarlet tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel
fitting, staggered ferrule, suction joints, in bag
£150-250

570
A leather salmon rod holdall, swing
handle, strapped lid with a quantity of various
fibreglass and carbon salmon/trout rods,
various nets, gaffs and a salmon tailer by
Hardy and other makers
£80-120
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571
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 16', #11,
crimson whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting
and four various split cane 3 piece (2 tips)
salmon fly rods by Hardy, Hamlin and
Farlow’s all requiring some restoration, in
bags (5)
£100-150

572
A Hardy “No.1 Corbett” 2 piece
salmon spinning rod, 9'3", crimson inter-
whipped, sliding reel fittings and four various
other cane salmon spinning rods by Hardy et
al, all requiring some restoration, in bags (5)
£70-100

573
Hardy “Alnwick Greenheart” 3 piece
(2 tips) greenheart salmon fly rod,
16'3", alloy reel fittings and a collection of
various other greenheart fly and spinning
rods by various makers, all requiring some
restoration, in bags (Q)
£90-130

574
A large collection of cane fly rods,
various makers including Hardy, Farlow,
Pezon et Michel, Allcock et all, requiring
restoration, in bags (Q)
£90-130

575
A Hardy Perfect 31/4" wide drummed
light salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, brass
foot, nickel silver rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, general wear to finish,
1930’s
£200-300

576
A scarce Cone Patent 4" walnut
Nottingham centre pin reel, walnut
drum with twin dome cow horn handles and
central milled tension nut, brass starback
foot on brass circular backplate, stamped
Cone patent details (1903), lacking line guide,
circa 1905
£200-300

577
A good Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, reel retains
much of the original lead finish, 1940’s
£150-250

578
A Farlow & Co 31/2" brass salmon fly
reel, horn handle, block foot, triple cage
pillars and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
scroll engraved makers details and a similar
Farlow 23/4" brass trout fly reel, ivory handle
circa 1890 (2)
£100-150

579
A G. Little 23/4" brass trout fly reel, horn
handle, bridge foot, triple pillared cage and
fixed check mechanism and four similar brass
plate wind trout fly reels by Bambridge, Pape,
Wells and Bernard, all circa 1900 (5)
£100-150

580
A good Hardy Hercules 23/4" brass
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle on
raised winding plate, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate with
central raised spindle boss and stamped
enclosed oval logo, retaining much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1895 (see
illustration)
£200-300

581
A Hardy Marquis #7 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw latch,
rear check adjuster, unused in zip caser and
card box and an un-named (Partridge?) 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 9', brown/black
tipped whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
in bag (2)
£120-180
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582
A teak cased fly dresser’s outfit, the
rectangular case with various fitted
compartments band containing a good
selection of tying materials, tools, vice etc.
and a Brooks home smoker, in original box
£60-90

583
A collection of various tackle including
two Shakespeare Speedia trout reels and
spare spools, a Mitchell 710 automatic trout
fly reel, other fly reels, various fly boxes and
trout flies, four various carbon/fibre glass
trout fly rods and two folding landing nets
(Q)
£80-120

584
A Young’s Valdex centre pin reel, an
Ambidex fixed spool reel in original card
box, a boxed ABU Cardinal 66x fixed spool
reel, brown/cream finish, an SDX III 4"
salmon fly reel, black anodised finish, rear
tension adjuster, in teak box two further
reels and two spools of Farlow’s silk spinning
line (Q)
£100-150

584a
A Hardy “No.2 L.R.H. Spinning” 2
piece cane salmon spinning rod, 9'6",
green/crimson tipped wraps, alloy screw grip
reel, stud lock joint, 1959, in bag
£100-150

585
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece spliced
cane salmon fly rod, 13', #9, crimson silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, an Agutter 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 6', wooden reel seat
and five various other greenheart, cane, steel
and fibre glass rods (7)
£130-180

586
A Hardy Uniqua 4" alloy salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two
screw drum latch and Mk.II check
mechanism, lead finish removed, in original
card case, 1940’s
£80-120

586a
A Hardy Ocean Prince 33/4" salt-water
fly reel, grey anodised finish, ebonite handle
on nickel silver crank winding arm mounted
above a milled tension wheel, ribbed brass
foot, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide,
new/unused condition, in zip case and card
box
£130-180

587
A Hardy Featherweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide and
a Hardy Uniqua 31/4" trout fly reel, both in
new/unused condition and in zip cases and
card boxes (2)
£100-150

587a
An Allcock Leviathan 6" alloy sea
centre pin reel, large counter-balanced
handle, rim mounted brake lever, two further
rim casting controls and Bickerdyke line
guide, in original card box and an Allcock
Commodore 6" alloy seas centre pin reel of
similar design, both as new condition (2)
£70-100

588
An ABU Ambassadeur 1952-2002 fifty
year Commemoration set of two bait
casting reels; a Record 5000 reproduction
reel with twin pearly effect handles, red
anodised finish and grooved rims and a
model SX3600C IVCB with gold/graphite
anodised finish, twin handles, contained
within a fitted teak case with applied silver
limited edition plaque 948/1800, new/unused
condition in card box
£150-250

589
A rare limited edition 13/200 set of
ABU Ambassadeur 2007 Golden
Collection reels; the three reels being
models; Record 51 Gold; 5001C Gold and
5601 C4 Gold, all in unused/boxed condition
and sold with the original oak framed
rectangular glazed display cabinet with
applied gilt plaque and interior light
£350-550
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589a
An ABU Sport 2100 bait casting reel,
twin ebonite handles, anodised rim fillets, rim
mounted drum release lever, milled spindle
caps, very good overall condition
£80-120

590
A pair of ABU Ambassadeur 6000c bait
casting reels, each black anodised finish,
grooved rims, single counter-balanced
handle, rear optional sliding check button,
foot stamped “117100” and “730201”, in
original black rexine cases with accessories
(2)
£80-120

591
An ABU Ambassadeur 20 big game
multiplier reel, large “T” bar crank handle,
stainless steel cage, rim lever drag, rear
optional check and tension buttons, in
original black rexine case and an ABU
Ambassadeur 12 multiplier reel of similar
design, counter-balanced handle, rear
optional check button (2)
£140-180

592
Two ABU Ambassadeur 6000 bait
casting reels, each with red anodised finish,
grooved rims, single counter-balanced
handle, one foot stamped “020500”, other
with no number, both in brown leather cases
and one with original card sleeve (2)
£90-130

593
A similar lot, in black rexine cases (2)
£80-120

593a
An ABU Ambassadeur 6000c bait
casting reel, black finish, chamfered rims,
single handle, rear sliding optional check
button, foot stamped “760404”, little used
condition and a similar ABU Ambassadeur
5000c bait casting reel, no foot number, both
in black rexine cases (2)
£90-130

594
An ABU Ambassadeur 3000 bait
casting reel, twin handles, brown
composition end plates, foot stamped
“730803” and an ABU 1750a bait casting reel,
red anodised finish, twin handles, foot
stamped “040500” (2)
£80-120

594a
An ABU 508 closed faced reel,
black/graphite finish, new/unused in original
box with spare spool and three further ABU
closed faced reels; an ABU 506; an ABU
Cardinal Gold Max 507 and an Abu-matic
1075, all in original boxes and with spare
spools (4)
£70-100

595
An ABU Ambassadeur 7000 bait
casting reel, red finish, chamfered rims,
single counter-balanced handle, rear optional
check button, foot stamped “761001”, in
original card box and an ABU Ambassadeur
8000 bait casting reel of similar design, foot
stamped “020501”, some light corrosion to
feet (2)
£80-120

596
An ABU Ambassadeur 6000c 1921-
1991 Anniversary model bait casting
reel, black finish, grooved rims, rear optional
check button, single counter-balanced handle,
new/unused condition, in leather case and
card box and an ABU Ambassadeur 6000c
CC Gold bait casting reel, gold anodised
finish, twin handles, new/unused condition, in
card case (2)
£100-150

597
A Hardy Lightweight alloy trout fly
reel, solid drum (no perforations) with ebon
bite handle and two screw spring latch, alloy
foot, fixed Mk.II check, light use only and in
cream card box and a Hardy Marquis #6
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, two screw
latch, rear tension adjuster, little used, in zip
case (2)
£100-150
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598
A Farlow & Co. Patent Lever 43/4" brass
salmon fly reel, waisted cow horn handle,
block foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear
slotted screw tension adjuster and fixed
check mechanism, rear plate scroll engraved
makers details, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1895
£100-150

598a
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to enamel
finish only, 1950’s
£200-300

599
An Army & Navy Hercules style 43/4"
brass salmon fly reel, domed cow horn
handle on raised winding plate, pierced and
waisted bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
strapped rim tension screw, retraining much
of the original bronze patina and a Heaton’s
4" brass salmon fly reel, horn handle, fixed
check, both circa 1900 (2)
£80-120

600
A fine Hardy Perfect 41/4" salmon fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
revolving nickel silver line guide, strapped rim
tension screw and 1912 check mechanism,
nickel silver drum retaining screw and
faceplate stamped central circular logo and
neatly etched “D”, reel retains virtually all the
original lead finish with only light wear to rim
edges, circa 1915, in Forrest block leather
case also black stamped “D” (see illustration)
£500-800

601
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel and
block leather case, ebonite handle, ribbed
brass foot, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism. light wear to enamel finish only,
1950’s and earlier Hardy block leather case
£250-350

602
A Hardy Super Silex 33/4" bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring latch and jewelled spindle
bearings, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and rear quadrant
weight indicator with nickel silver rim
tension nut, light wear to finish only and in
original brown card box, 1930’s
£180-260

603
An Allcock Duplex threadline casting
reel ebonite handle, spring auto-bail arm,
central brass spool adjuster, in original trade
card box and a HelicalTwin threadline casting
reel, ebonite handle, half auto-bail arm, in
original rexine case (2)
£90-130

604
A Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, brown
agate line guide, two screw drum latch, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear to enamel finish, in zip case , 1960’s
£120-160

605
A collection of various rods; including
carbon, cane and greenheart fly, coarse and
spinning rods by various makers including a
John Wilson Avon Quiver tip, Daiwa carbon
trout valise rod, Farlow greenheart et al in
nylon quiver style rod holdall and a quantity
of various trout and carp landing nets (Q)
£70-100

606
A 41/2" Centabrake alloy salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass central tension
adjusting nut, brass foot, fixed check
mechanism, a Young’s Rapidex trotting reel
and a quantity of various other fly and fixed
spool reels and spare spools by Leeda,
Mitchell et al (Q)
£90-130
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607
A collection of various baits including
Wadham Nature series, Helin’s Flatfish et al,
four Wheatley alloy trout fly boxes
containing a selection of various flies and
nymphs, a rectangular teak tackle case and
various other items of tackle (Q)
£60-90

608
A small collection of various baits
including a Geens spoon phantom, mother
o’pearl spoon et al
£40-70

609
An Ogden Smith 2 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9', green inter-whipped, alloy
sliding reel fitting; a J. Ogden 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, scarlet inter-whipped, brass reel
fittings and a Horgard 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 8', scarlet wraps, nickel silver screw grip
reel fittings, in bags (3)
£80-120

610
A Heaton’s 41/2" Nottingham
combination reel, walnut and brass backed
drum with twin composition handles and
brass slipper release latch, brass annular line
guide, rolling eye line guide and star back foot
with sliding optional check button, 1920’s, a
Perfect style 33/8" alloy trout fly reel, black
painted finish and a brass 21/2" crank wind
trout reel (3)
£70-100

610a
A rare Hardy “Tournament RR1” 3
piece (2 tips, 2 butts) steel centred
cane distance casting rod, making 11' and
12' length rods (shorter spare butt section),
crimson whippings, alloy sliding reel fittings,
agate lined bridge rings, spigot joints, 1936, in
bag
£100-150

611
An Army & Navy 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 10', crimson inter-whipped, nickel led
reel fitting, leather covered handle and three
further various cane trout fly rods (4)
£70-100

612
A Hardy “Wye Murdoch” 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 10'6", crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, spiral lock fast joints, 1924 and a
Hardy 3 piece steel centred cane salmon fly
rod, 15', crimson inter-whipped, sliding brass
screw grip reel fitting, short spare tip, 1910,
both requiring some restoration, in bags (2)
£90-130

613
A good Hardy St John Mk.II 37/8"
trout/light salmon fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch, rim
tension screw and compensating check
mechanism, unused condition, in zip case
£100-150

614
A Hardy Cascapedia Mk.II #5/6/7 trout
fly reel, left hand wind model, black
anodised multi-perforated end plates, “S”
scroll counter-balanced handle, pierced foot,
milled rear eleven point disc drag tension
adjuster, polished alloy rims, unused
condition and in original card box
£150-200

615
An Orvis DXR Tarpon 4" salt-
water/salmon fly reel, black anodised
finish, counter-balanced handle, spring drum
latch and rear tension adjuster, unused
condition and in neoprene case and an Orvis
Spey 4" salmon fly reel and spare spool,
counter-balanced handle, alloy foot, rear
tension adjuster (2)
£120-180
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616
A Malloch 4" brass side casting reel,
horn handle, swivelling brass foot with
integral line guide (repaired), non reversible
drum, polished finish and a Forrest(?) 31/4"
brass side casting reel of similar design (2)
£80-120

617
A Pro-Gear 454 multiplier saltwater
reel, gold anodised finish, large “T” handle
mounted above a five point star drag, rim
drum release lever, unused, in original box
and a Trophy Fishin’ Diplomat TFDC7000
multiplier reel, similar to the Ambassadeur
series, in card box (2)
£100-150

618
A Fladden Maximus #8/9 33/4" alloy
trout/light salmon fly reel, ventilated
drum with counter-balanced handle and
central spring release latch, rear rim
mounted lever drag tension adjuster and a
Steel-Fin Classic #6/7 trout fly reel, ventilated
drum, counter-balanced handle and rear
milled tension adjuster, both in little used
condition (2)
£80-120

619
A LOOP Evotech LW 6Nine alloy trout
fly reel, large arboured ventilated drum with
counter-balanced handle, rear milled tension
adjuster, little used condition and in original
pouch
£130-180

620
A good Edward Vom Hofe Universal
Star 6/0 big game multiplier reel,
ebonite and nickel silver construction with
off-set counter-balanced handle mounted
above a six point capstan star drag, twin rim
mounted casting control levers, auxiliary
leather brake pad, triple cage pillars and
pierced block foot stamped model details, in
original block leather case and in little used
condition, 1930’s
£150-250

**** End of Sale ****
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Commission Bids-Terms & Conditions

1.

Commission bids will be executed as cheaply as any other bids or reserves allow,
and are carried out free of charge.

2.

All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Notice and Conditions of Sale
printed in the catalogue.

3.

A maximum bid (exc. Premium and V.A.T.) should be indicated over “Buy” or
unlimited bids will not be accepted.

4.

In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence.

5.

Commission bids left by telephone should be confirmed by fax or in writing.

6.

All commission bids are left entirely at the Buyer’s risk, and neither the
Auctioneers, their agents or staff will be responsible for any errors in the
execution of bids howsoever caused.

7.

Successful commission bidders will receive an invoice detailing purchases, and
giving instructions for payment and collection of goods.
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